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The OGO-F Triaxial Search Coil Magnetometer was designed to
measure geomagnetic and interplanetary field fluxuations in the
frequency range of less than .01 Hz to above 1000 Hz. The search
coil sensor, a critically dampened inductor, consists of 100, 000 turns
of -mire wound on a nickel-steel laminated core. The basic sensitivity
of the sensor is approximately 10 µvolts (µv) -per gamma (v) -per Hertz
(Hz). A low noise d-c preamplifier with a high input impedance (109
ohms), low input capacity (10 picofarads), and a gain of one hundred
is located within the sensor housings which are boom mounted experiments
on the spacecraft. The main electronics assembly located in the main
body of the spacecraft, further amplifies the data from each preamplifier,
perform s a triaxial spec^rum analysis, and generates seven (7)
commutated outputs per axis, each a measures of the energy in a given
frequency nand. Other functions provided by the main assembly are(1; areal time data, ( 2) wideband f-m data, ( 3) in-flight calibration,(4) gain state d.ta, and (5) operating power conversion and reg >> lation.
Special equipment requirements included a portable Bench Test Equipment(BTE) mounted in two packages. The function of the first package is to
simulate all spacecrart interface signals during preflight calibration and
testing of the magnetometer. The second package will monitor the
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This engineering report describes the OGO-F-22 Triaxial
Search Coil Magnetometer delivered by Marshall Laboratories
in compliance with JPL Contract No. 951630.
The function of the magnetometer is to measure the geomagnetic
and interplanetary field fluxuations in the range of 0. 01 to 1000 Hz.
This report covers the electrical functional, thermal, mechanical,
spacecraft interface characteristics and circuit descriptions of
the instrument. A description of the Bench Test Equipment is
also included.
/('V
Page t R 	 X8-164
2.0	 SY'^TEM DESCRW TION
Figure 1 shows the system block diagram and Figure 2 shows the
functional block diagram of the Oro-F Triaxial Search Coil Magnetometer.
Physically, the instrument consists of four assemblies, three
monaxial sensor- preamplifiers, and a main body electronics
assembly.
Functionally, the instrument consists of three identical monaxial
subsystems, a logic control subsystem, and a. power supply sub-
system. Each monaxial subsystem contains a search coil sensor
which converts the rate of change of its axis' magnetic field
component into a proportional voltage, a preamplifier, and three
channels for signal processing. The channels are waveform,
spectrum, and SCO.
The waveform channel amplifies the low frequency signal
components that extend from below 0. 01 Hz to above 4, 8, 16, 32
or 64 Hz. The upper limit is determined by spacecraft and
instrument modes.
The spectrum analyzer channel amplifies the high frequency signal
components, between 1 Hz and 1 KHz, filters this signal into seven
frequency components centered at 10, 22, 47, 100, 216, 550, and
1, 000 Hz, converts the magnitude of the frequency component
to D. C. by peak detecting, and sequentially samples and sums
each of the seven subchannels intc a single composite signal.
The SCO (subcarrier oscillator) channel receives its input signal
from the spectrum channel and uses the instantaneous signal
amplitude to frequency modulate a voltage controlled oscillator.
Each axis has a unique SCO carrier frequency, these are 40,
52. 5, and 70 KHz. The SCO signals from the three axes are
combined in a common output amplifier into a single composite
SCO signal.
The logic subsystem receives spacecraft generated timing and
control signals and ground generated command signals. From
these inputs, the logic subsystem generates digital signals that
control the gain, bandwidth, and mode of tLe signal processing
channels. The logic subsystem also generates instrument status
output signals.
(
The power supply subsystem receives 28 VDC power and sync from
the spacecraft. Using a synchronized power converter, it generates,
all DC voltages used in the instrument.
Figure 3 shows the interface wiring drawing which depicts all
interconnections between the four assemblies, as well as all
connections to the spacecraft and the signals on the instrument
test connector. Figure 4 shows the thermal schematic drawing
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	 Sensor - Preamplifier Assembly
Each sensor- preamplifier assembly contains a search
coil sensor, a preamplifier, L proportional heater,
and an R. F. Filter section. A block diagram is shown
in figure 5.
2. 1. 1	 Sensor Characteristics
Each search coil sensor consists of a core of
high permeability magnetic material upon which
is placed a multi-section coil containing 100, 000
turns of continuous fine copper wire. The characteris-
tics of each of these sensors is as follows:
A. Sensitivity: 10.0 t 0.3 microvolts per gamma
hertz
B. D.C. resistance: approx. 50K ohms
C. Inductance: approx. 1200 henries
D. Resonant frequency: 1, 000 Hz t 10076
E. Damping: critical
2. 1.2	 Preamplifier Electrical Characteristics
A. D. C. Gain:	 101 *2
B. Frequency response: -1 (t0. 5) db at 1 KHz
-3 (tl) db at 1. 85 KHz
C. Input impedance:	 approx. 10 9 ohms shunted
by 10 picofarads
D. Dynamic output impedance: 	 approx. 100 ohms
E. Undistorted output signal capability: 	 greater
- than 20	 volts pe,- k to peak from DC to 2 KHz into
a load consisting of 50K ohm in parallel with	 r
0. 1 µf.	 /	 I
F. In- Flight Calibration (IFC) preamp gain: -1. OOt0. 02
G: Operating temperature:	 -50°C to + b0 0 C	 J
H. Input noise:
1. Less than 0.25 microvolts rms from	 i
O.01 to 1 Hz.
2. Less than 0.01 microvolts squared per
Hertz from 5 to 1, 000 Hz.
I. Power dissipation:	 65 t 576 milliwatts
J. Input voltage at the preamp for full output.
The equivr.lent nominal search coil voltage at
the input of the preamplifier for full outputs
# to the spacecraft:
1. Waveform A (high gain) 50 microvolts
peak to peak
2. Spectrum	 (high gain)	 62 microvolts
peak to peak	 1
















A l = 101	 (For Sensor signal input)
A l =-1.00	 (For IFC Signal input)
A2 = 1. 00
A = 1.00
T I = 83 x !o7 6 sec
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2. 1 . 3	 Heater Electrical Characteristics
A proportional heater module is incorporated in
the preamplifier assembly for operation at low
ambient temperatures. The heater alone dissipates
less than 13 milliwatts when its control thermistor
is at temperatures above +7 0C and 375 t 5 11/'6 milli-
watts when below +30C.
2.1.4	 Sensor - Preamp Assembly Power
The sensor - preamp assembly requires f 20 volts
regulated to 0.01%. The combined operating power
of the preamp and heater is:
above + 70C: 78 f 5016 milliwatts
below +3 0C: 440 t 576 milliwatts .
2.1.5	 Sensor - Preamp Mechanical Characteristics
Three assemblies are mounted orthogonally for
X, Y, and Z within experiment package number
5 (EP-5 Boom). The sensor preamplifier envelope
conforms to the drawing shown in Figure 6, page
10. The sensor housing is constructed of aluminum
approximately .02 inches thick. T: ; sensor, preamp,
and heater are held in place within the housing by
a light weight foam material. The housing cover is
held in place by an epoxy adhesive. The housing
is primed and painted with a Cat -aLac black epoxy.
Figure 6A, page 10A, illustrates the assembly.
Figure 7 is a photograph of three sensor preamplifier
assemblies. When the sensor preamplifiers are
incorporated into the spacecraft, they are each
thermally insulated with several layers of NRC
Super Insulator Foil.
2. 1. 6	 Sensor Shorting Plug
An external removable shorting plug is supplied with
the sensor preamp assembly. It protects the input
stage of the preamplifier against permanent damage
due to excessive voltage that may be generated by
the sensor coil in the presence of high 60 Hz or other
magnetic fileds. It must be removed prior to flight,
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2.2	 Main Electronic Assembly
2.2. 1	 Waveform Channel
A block diagram of the waveform channel is
shown in figure 8. The waveform channel
receives its input signal from the sensor pre-
amplifier.
The signal is passed through a 400 Hz notch filter
for attenuation of the fundamental spacecraft power
fre4uency. The notch filter has unity gain at all
other frequencies. The output of the 400 Hr filter
is sent to the input of the spectrum channel, and
in the waveform channel, to the first variable low
pass filter. The signal is fed through the first
high pass coupling to a gain change amplifier and
then tc the second variable low pass filter.
The variable low pass filters determine the upper
frequency response or bandwidth of the waveform
channel. The filters are controlled by the logic to
yield an upper frequency response of 4, 8, 16, 32,
or 64 Hz. The actual bandwidth is a function of the
spacecrafts bit rate, switch, and mode signals and
the waveform channel's mode which is either dual
or single.
The gain change amplifier has a gain of either 2
or 20, controlled by ground command. The signal
then parces through a second high pass coupling
into a fixed gain amplifier whose gain is 10. The
input and output of the fixed gain amplifier, related
to each other by an amplitude factor of 10, are sent
to the waveform mode switch.
At the waveform mode switch, one of these two
signals is selected and delivered unchanged as the
waveform :node switch output. The output of the
fixed gain amplifier is also fed thrcugh a third
high pass coupling to an output amplifier whose gain
is S. This amplifier's oc #-out is the Waveform A
output signal, an output to the spacecraft. The out-
put of the waveform mode switch in an identical manner
is fed through a high pass coupling to another output
amplifier becoming the Waveform B outpu', signal, an
output to the spacecraft.
Waveform A and B will be identical or differ in
amplitude by a factor of 10, depending upon the stat^ of the
waveform mode switch. The waveform mode switch
is controlled by the Mode Change Command, a ground	 i
command signal. When Waveform B is the same as
Waveform A, the instrument is in single mode, when
Waveform A is 10 times larger than Waveform B, the
instrument is in dual mode. The X, Y, and Z channels
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A. The high mid - frequency &air, is
1, 000 t 20.
B. The low mid - frequency gain is 100
t 2. In the dual mode "A" channel is
always in high gain in single mode A
channel can be in either gain state.
The high or low gain state is de-
termined by ground command.
C. The high frequency response at
either gain setting is determined by
the two low pass filters. The two
in cascade yield -6db corner
frequencies (-3db for an individual
filter) of one of the following: 4, 8,
16, 32, or 64 Hz t 2016. Beyond
the corner frequencies, the filters
in cascade yield attenuation of 12db
per octave (6db per individual filter).
D. The low frequency response is
determined by the three high pass
coupling circuits. Each coupling
circuit has a corner frequency of
0.004 Hz t 2076 with an attenuation of
6db per octave. This yields an
overall response of -3db at 0. 01 Hz
t 20% with an attenuation of 18 db
per ,stave beyond the corner frequ-
ency.
E. Output - Resting level: 2. 5 $ 0. 1
VDC
Dynamic range undistorted: 0 to
+5 VDC
Maximum: -1. 0 to + 6. 5 VDC
Dynamic output impedaace^ less
than 500 ohms
F. Notch Filter attenuation: 20db
minimum at 400 Hz.
	
2.2.1.2	 W"aveform B Channel
Gain is the same as Waveform A channel
when in single mode. In dual mode,
Waveform B is lower than Waveform A.
by a factor of 10 t 0. 2. In other respects
the characteristics of Waveform B channel







A block diagram of the spectrum channel is shown
in figure 9. The spectrum channel has two major
sections in cascade; a wideband amplifier section,
which delivers an output to the SCO channel, and a
filter-detector and commutator section.
The wideband amplifier secti.,n receives its input
signal from the 400 Hz notch filter in the waveform
channel. The signal is fed through a 1850 Hz low
pass filter, a high pass coupling, and a gain change
amplifier, whose gain is either 2 or 20. The spectrum
gain-mode condition can be high, low, or commutate
between high and low at a 16 second rate. The
spectrum gain-mode is determined by the spectrum
gain command and the mode change command, both
are ground command signals.
From the gain change amplifier, the signal is fed
through a second high pass coupling to a fixed gain
amplifier, whose gain is 10. The output of the fixed
gain amplifier (the output of the wideband section of
the spectrum channel) is fed to the SCO channel and
to the filter-detector and commutator section.
The filter-detector section contains seven bandpass
filter amplifiers, each having a gain of 4, and whose
center frequencies are 10, 20, 47, 100, 216, 550,
and 1 KHz. Each bandpass filter drives its own peak
detector. Each peak detector's output voltage is
sampled in sequence by the spectrum commutator
circuit. Each sample period is one seventh of the
ti.)tal cycle time. Immediately after it is sampled,
a peak detectors output will be dumped to zero volts 	 1
allowing 6 sample periods for it to reach a new peak 	 r
value. The total cycle time is dependent upon the





































































Al H = 20 High
Al1e2Low
A2 = 10




T1 =	 86.3 x 10 -6 sec
T2 = 220 x 10-3 sec
T3 =2.2sac
T4 = 1.6 x 10- 3 sec (fo = 10 Hz)
T5 = ?.2 x 10-3
 sec (fo = 22 Hz)
T6 = 3.4 x 10'03 sec (fo = 47 Hz)
T7 = 1.6 x 10 -3 sec (fo = 100 Hz)
T8 = 0.74 x 10-3 sec (fo = 216 Hz)
T9 = 0.29 x 10-3 sec (fo = 550 Hz)
.	 T 1 = 0. 16 x 10 -3 see (fo = 1 KHz)
T1 1
 









The spectrum channel has the following characteristics:
2.2.2.1 Wideband Section
A. The mid-frequency gain is 200 t 2 016, (high gain)
or 20 t 276 (low gain) as directed by ground
command. In the commutating mode, the gain
is changed every 8 seconds.
B. The high f^ equency response including the
preamplifier section of the sensor-preamplifier
is flat to within t 0. 5db to 1, 000 Hz. The
attenuation is 18db /octave for frequencies higher
than 1. 85 KHz.
C. The low frequency response is determined by the
two high pass coupling circuits. Each coupling
circuit has a -3db corner frequency of 0. 72 Hz
t 2056 with an attenuation of 6db per octave.
This yields overall a -3db corner frequency of
1.0 Hz t 20% and an attenuation of 12db per
octave for lower frequencies.
D. See Appendix A for a plot and raw computer data
of the Main Body Electronics, Wideband Test
Point Theoretical Frequency Response.
E. Output
Resting level: +2.5 t 0. 1 volts
Dynamic swing 0 to +5 volts
Dynamic outputimpedance: less than 200 ohms
2. 2.2.2 Filter -Detector -Section
A. The gain at resonance of each bandpass filter
(skirt filter plus bandpass amplifier) is 4.0
t 10%.
B. The resonant frequencies of the seven bandpass
filters are 10, 22, 47, 100, 216, 550, and 1, 000
Hz all t 10%.
C. The gain of each filter relative to the resonant
frequency gain is as follows:
Frequency
	
Relative Cain in. db
fo x 1.0	 0
fo x 1. 1, x 0. 91	 -3 t 0. 5
fox 1.18, x 0.848	 -6 t 1.0
fox 1.5, x 0.667	 -13.4 f 1.0










D. The detector output with zero
signal at its input is 0 t 20 milli-
volts.	 The temperature stability
is better than t 20 millivolts.
E. The detector rise time constant
is less than 3 milliseconds.
F. The detector output level is nomin-
ally 0 to + Z. 5 VDC.
G. The detector outputs are reset to
zero volts after being sampled.
H. Fall time constant is 10 seconds
nominal, 5 seconds minimum.
I. Detector gain:	 1.41 VDC output
for each 1. 00 V rms input.
2.2.2.3
	 Commutator Section
The commutator section of the spectrum
channel consists of a seven channel com-
mc.tator and an output amplifier.
f A. Commutator gain = 1. 0B. The commutator sequentially
samples the output of each peak
detector.
C. A detector dump circuit (a part of
the logic) sequentially discharges
each peak detector after being
sampled by the commutator.
D. Output Amplifier
Gain:	 2.0 t . 04
Resting level:	 0 t 20 MV do
Dynamic swing: 0 to + 5 VDC





The gain frequency response and stability
of the spectrum channel are the combined
characteristics of the wideband, filter-
detector and commutator section..











A block diagram of the SCO Channel is shown in
figure 10. The SCO receives its signal input from
the output of the fixed gain amplifier in the wideband
section of the spectrum channel. The frequency
components present in this signal can be from below
1 Hz to above I KHz. The signal is fed through a low
pass filter (designed to sharply reject signals above
1 KHz) and high pass coupling to the voltage controlled
oscillator. The VCO is FM modulated about its center
frequency value by the instantaneous value of the signal
voltage. The resultant FM signal if fed into a bandpass
filter for harmonic rejection. The FM signal is then
sent to a summing output amplifier where it is combined
with the FM signals from the other two axes. The out-
put of this amplifier is the SCO output to the spacecraft.
The SCO channel has the following characteristics:
A.	 The input to eac1, VCO is filtered by a two section
low pass filter which is down 6db t 20% at 1000 Hz.
The gain of the filter is 0. 34 t 5 %.
B.	 Center frequencies of the SCO's.
X: 40. OKHz f 0. 2%
Y: 52.5KHz f 0.2%
Z: 70.OKHz t 0.2%
C.	 Frequency deviation as a percent of center
frequency per input volt peak to peak.
X: t 3.00 f 0. 06 percent
Y: t 2. 00 f 0.03 percent
Z: t 1.50 t 0. 03 percent
.D.	 5.00 t 0. 15 volts peak to peak input gives full
frequency modulation output for each SCO.
E.	 The modulation produces less than one percent
distortion for the maximum available signal
from the low pass filter.
F.	 Not more than five percent of the VCO output
signal lies outside the following bands:
1. X-Axis 34.0 to 46. 0 KHz
2. Y-Axis 47.25 to 57.75 KHz
3. Z-Axis 64.75 to 75.25 KHz
G.	 All SCO's are simultaneously ON or OFF as
directed by ground command.
H.	 Output
Resting level: AC cw),pled output
Dynamic swing: 5. 0 volts f 5 0/6 peak to peak
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A block diagram of the logic subsystem is shown
in figure 11. The logic subsystem contains nine
major logic control circuits, these arse:
1. Spectrum Channel Commutator Control
2. Real Time Decoder
3. Bit Rate Decoder
4. Eight Second Generator
5. Waveform Bandwidth Control




A majority of the logic circuits use low power Diode
Transistor Micrologic integrated circuit components.
The logic subsystem is contained in the Logic and






Cycle Time On; rilter Sample
Period
6. 94 PPS 8 KB 1.01 sec. 0. 144 sec.
13. 9 PPS 16 KB 0. 504 sec. 0. 072 sec.
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2.2.4.1	 Spectrum Channel Commutator Control
A logic block diagram of this control
circuit is shown in figure 12. The
Spectrum Commutator Control circuit
receives the spacecraft generated Index
Pulse signal and delivers to each spectrum
channel seven logic signals (one for each
of the spectrum filters). These are used
for detector dump and commutator select.
The Spectrum Channel Status signal, an
output to the spacecraft, is also generated
by this circuit.
The Index Pulse can be of variable rate
(dependent upon the telemetry rate) and
thus the cycle time to sample once each
of the seven filters will vary proportionally.
Another output, a periodic logic signal
called 11 2 2 " is sent to the Eight Second
Generator. 11 2 2 " will vary proportionally
with the Index Pulse.
For ground test purposes two test inputs
can be energized. Inhibit Index Pulse
inhibits the effect of the spacecraft index
pulse. Enternal Index Pulse is a test
generated pulse train.
w
Characteristics of this circuit:









Pulse Spectrum ► IFC On/Off CommandTeat CommutatorInhibit Ext. IFC Test Signal
Test Control Spectrum 21-12 PPS
Index Channel 13. 9 PPS Timin g
Pulse Status Signals
2 2 p. 87 PPS
8	 sec. s(] * %%f e IFC 10	 IFC Signale second
Gene rator 16sec. s, wave	 Control	 IFC Status
8K8 y
Bit :ate 1 6KB Wavefo: 8 Bandwidth
Bit' Decoder 16
Rate 64 K BandwidtH Control
32
RT Control 64Switch
SignalNc°d Real Time - BandwidthDecoderSignal Status
Spectrum Dual eGain Comma nd Gain
Waveform Mode Spect. Gain Control
a
Gain W / F Gain ControlCommand Control Spect. Gain / commutaModeChange W / F Gain/Mode
Command Status Power
Turn - OnPr Preset
• SC O ---
SCC7 On-OFF SCO 'Control Instrument Inat.
Command Control SCO	 + 28 Power Power
Status Statue Status
Figure 11
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Be External Index Pulse
True: 0.0 t 0. 5 VDC
False: 3.5 to 5.0 VDC
Frequency as required for testing, but
for proper instrument operation,
frequency must be related to the Bit
Rate signal (8, 16, or 64 KB).
C. Inhibit Index Pulse
Inhibit: short to signal ground
Operate: open
circuit
D. Commutator channel status output




A logic block diagram of this circuit in
shown in figure 13. This circuit generates
a real time log i c level signal RT and its
inverse -"by decoding the spacecraft
inputn Switch Signal and Mode Signal. The
spacecraft Mode Signal is not to be con-
fused with the ground generated Mode
Change Command. For the function of
Mode Change Command, see i:.-.ragraph
2.2.4.6.
The Switch Signal indicates which one o:
the two spacecraft telemetry groups is
accepting inputs from this instrument.
The Mede Signal indicates which one of
the two spacecraft telemetry 7,roups is
recording and which one is ti ,^nsmitting.
Real time is true when, and only when,
this instrument is connected to a telemetry
group that is transmitting.
Characteristics of this circuit:





0.0 VLC + 6. 75 VDC 1 0
+ 6. 75 VDC 0.0 VDC 1 0
0.0 VDC 0. 0 VDC 0 1






















A logic block diagram of the Bit Rate
Decoder is shown in figure 14. The Bit
Rate Decoder converts the Bit Rate
signal from the spacecraft, a tri-level
signal, into three individual logic level
output signals. These are 8 KB, 16 KB,
and 64 KB and are indicative of the
spacecraft's telemetry capability in
thousands of bits per second. These
output signals are sent to the Eight
Second Generator and Bandwidth Control
circuits.
Characteristics of this circuit:
INPUT	 OUTPUT LOGIC LEVELS
Bit Rate Signal 8 KB 16 KB 64 KB
0. 0 t 0. 5 VDC 1 0 0
+ 3. 9 & 0. 5 VDC 0 1 0
+ 7. 25 t 0. 5 VDC 0 0 1
where "1" _ + 4.25 t 0. 75 VDC




A logic block diagram of the Eight Second
Generator is shown in figure 15. The
'	 circuit generates a 8. 064 seconds per cycle
square wave signal that is sent to the IFC
Control circuit. It is used to control the
duration of the IFC test, and develops the
16 second square wave used for spectrum
gain commutation generation in the Gain
and Mode Control circuit.
The 8 second generator is driven by the "22"
output of the spectrum commutator control
circuit which is a function of the index pulse'
rate. To insure an 8 cycle per second
signal, independent of the index pulse
frequency, inputs from the Bit.Rate Decoder




















	 Waveform Bandwidth Control
A logic block diagram of this circuit is
shown in figure 16. The function of this
circuit is to control the upper bandwidth
of the waveform channel according to the
information handling ability of the telemetry.
The bandwidth conditions are as follows:
Bandwidth
Condition
Telemetry ( spacecraft controlled Waveform Channel
















16 Hz 16 KB Transmit Single






Thus the logic inputs required are: 8 KB,
16 KB, and 64 KB from the Bit Rate
Decoder; R  and= from the Real Time
Decoder; and Dual Mode and Single Mode
waveform channel status signals from the
Gain and Mode Control circuit. Four
lines carry the Bandwidth Control output
signals to the three waveform low pass











4 Hz 0 0 0 1
8 Hz 0 0 1 0
16 Hz 0 1 0 0
32 Hz 1 0 0 0
64 Hz 0 1 0 0
where 1 =+ 3.510 5VDC
and 0 =	 - 6. 0 0. 3 VDC
A Bandwidth Status Output signal is also
generated and sent to the spacecraft. For












































2.2.4.6	 Gain and Mode Control
A logic block diagram of this circuit is
shown in figure 17. The function of this
circuit is to control the gain and mode
(commutation) of the wideband section of
the spectrum channel and the gain and mode
(single / dual) of the waveform channel.
The inputs received by this circuit are
Spectrum Gain Command, Waveform
Gain Command, Mode Change Command,
(all ground command signals), and a 16
second square wave signal from the IFC
control circuit for spectrum commutation
timing. Mode change command is not
to be confused with mode signal, see
paragraph 2.2. 4.2 for the mode signal
function.
The logic control output voltages generated
by this circuit are Spectrum Gain Control
which ir; sent to the gain change amplifier
in the spectrum channel, Waveform Gain
C..ntrol which is sent to the gain ch&nge
amplifier in the waveform channel, a
waveform Dual Mode control signal sent
to the bandwidth control circuit, and a
Waveform Single Mode control signal sent
to the waveform mode switch in the wave-
form channel.
Two multi-level status signals are
generated and sent to the spacecraft, these
are Spectrum Gain and Commut..te Status
and Waveform Gain and Mode Status for





The spectrum channel may operate in
one of the following conditions:
A. Low gain, noncommutate
B. Low gain, commutate
C. High gain, noncommutate
D. High gain, commutate
In the commutate mode, the spectrum gain
continuously alternates in gain thus: high,
low, high, low, etc. each high state is
maintained for 8 seconds and each low
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2. 2.4. 6. 1. 1 Each Spectrum Gain Command inpulse
signal will change the qui.-scent Spectrum
Channel Gain in the following sequence:
high, low, it:.gh, low, etc. The quiescent
gain is defined as the gain when the
channel is in the noncommutate mode.
2. 2. 4. 6. 1. 2 Each mode change command signal
impulse will change (independent of the
actual quiescent gain) the mode of the
spectrum channel in the following sequence:
commutate, noncommutate, commutate,
noncommutate, etc. When going from
commutate to noncommutate, the spectrum
channel always returns to the quiescent
gain state (high or low), that it was in
just prior to going into commutate.
2.2.4.6.2	 Waveform Control
The waveform channel operates in one of
the following conditions:
A. Low gain, single mode (A output =
B output)
B. High gain, single mode (A output =
B output)
C. High gain, dual mode (A output = 10 X
B output)
2.2. 4. 6.2. 1 Each second Mode Change Command
impulse signal will change, independent of
the actual gain, the mode of the waveform
channel. For each impulse sent, the
following mode sequence occurs: single
mode, single mode, dual mode, dual mode,
single mode, single mode, dual mode, dual
mode, etc. In the dual mode condition, the
gain is forced into the high gain state and
remains there until changed by the Wave-
form mode followed by a Gain Change
Command. This series of impulse
commands will place the instrument into
single mode high gain followed b y single
mode low gain.
2.2.4. 6.2. 2 Each Waveform Gain Change command
impulse signal will change, in the single
mode state, the waveform channel gain
in the fallowing sequence: high, low,
high, law, etc. In the dual mode state the









A logic block diagrarn of the SCO Control
Circuit is shown in figure 18.
This circuit receives the SCO On - Off
Command impulse signal, a ground
generated command, and sends a D. C.
logic level On - Off control signal to the
three VCO's. All VCO's are in the same
state (all off, or all on) at any one time.
Each impulse command changes the SCO
state thus: on, off, on, off, etc. This
circuit also generates an SCO On - Off
Status output signal, for voltage levels
see paragraph 2. 2.6.
IFC Control
A logic block diagram of the IFC Control
circuit -a shown in figure 19.
The IFC (In-Flight Check) circuit' generates
a 128 second long test signal sufficiently
rich :n harmonic content to cover the
operational frequency range of the
instrument (0. 01 to 1, 000 Hz).
The IFC output signal is sent to the IFC
input of the preamplifier. The IFC output
signal is turned on by a signal impulse of
the IFC On Off command signal, a
ground generated command. After
generating its 128 seconds test signal, the
IFC turns itself off ar.d remains off until
the next impulse turns it on. The 128
second test signal does not start until the
following edge of the 16 second square
wave (generated in the IFC circuit by
dividing the 8 second square wave input from
the 8 second generator by 2). Thus there
is a zero to 16 second delay from the time
of receipt of the impulse ground command
until actual start of the IFC signal. The
sending of an impulse command at any time
that the IFC signal is on will immediately
return the IF'C signal to the off state.
The IFC output signal is shown in figure 20.
The first 64 second portion has low
amplitude signal voltages, the second E4.
second portion has high amplitude signal
voltages (larger by a factory of 10).
The input signals to the IFC control circuit
are the 8 second square wave; the IFC On-
Off control; the spacecraft generated 222,
13. 89, and 0.868 timing signal Q ; and an
external test IFC signal. The external









































Note: O/S = one-shot FF = flip-flop
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IFC OUTPUT SIGNAL AMPLITUDE VALUES IN MILLIVOLTS
A B C D E= DC Component F= OFF
of AC Si;, nal DC LAvel
Low Amplitude - 1.48 -0.42 + 0.63 +1.67
Signal. 0. 0 -to.  1
+ 0. 35 Max
#0. 20
High
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the instrument. An analo g signal of any
frequency may be injected at this input.
The input impedan,,e is 634 0.
This circuit generates an IFC status signal
which is a spacecraft output. This signal
shows the IFC on at the time the impulse
turn on command is received. It indicates
the zero to 16 second delay as IFC on time.
2.2.4.9	 Logic Preset Conditions at Power Turn-On
When the instrument is first turned on, the
Power Turn On Preset circuit sets initial
conditions as follows:
A. Waveform Mode: Dual
B. Waveform Gain: High
C. Spectrum Gain: High




A block diagram of the Power Supply is shown in figure
21. The power supply provides the necessary D.C.
voltages to enable all circuits to meet their specified
perforunance.
	 r'	 -
The power supply meets interface requirements including
generated noise, surge current limiting, frequency
synchronization and ground isolation. Maximum input
power of instrument, including sensors, is 2. 5 watts
190 ma) with a nominal 28 volt input at room temperature.
The power supply subsystem contains a preregulator,
a noise filter, a synchronized DC/AC converter, capable
of free running at 2, 461 Hz t 576, a sync amplifier,
rectifier filters, RF1 filters, and post regnlators. The
preregulator and post regulator are of the series pass
transistor type.
The power supply delivers the following output voltages:
+ 20 VDC t 0. 1 0/6 (Sensor)
t 20 VDC t 0. 1 016 (Main body electronics)
- 20 VDC: 0. 1016
- 6 VDC f 0. 1
+ 5 VDC t A







The preregulator output voltage, con verter transformer
primary voltage, and most DC output voltages are
available as test points on the instrument test connector.
The power supply is housed in an isolated cavity with
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(f 0. 2 V)
Condition
+ 0.: Low Gain/noncommutate
+	 1.0 Low Gain/commutate
+ 2.0 High/ Gain/ noncommutate
+ 3.0 High/Gain commutate
.2.2.6.3 Waveform Gain and Mode Status
Output Voltage Condition
(t 0.2 V)
+ 0.1 Low Gain/Single Mode
+	 1.0 High Gain/Single Mode
+ 3.0 1	 High Gain/Dup.1 Mode
1
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2.2.6	 Status Outputs
The status output signals to the spacecraft are each
single wire lines. All outputs are DC levels. All
have dynamic output impedances of less than 1, 000 ohms.




+ 0.5 10 Hz
+	 1.0 22 Hz
+	 1.5 47 Hz
+ 2.0 100 Hz
+ 2.5 216 Hz
+ 3.0 550 Hz
+ 3.5 1000 Hz






(f 0. 2 V)
Condition
+ 0.8 4 Hz
+ 1.6 8 Hz
+ 2.4 16 Hz
+ 3.2 32 Hz
t 4.0 64 Hz
f
•9
2. 2. 6. 5
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HO
SCO On - Off Statur
6b-164
Output Voltage Condition





IFC On - Off Status
Output Voltage Condition
(t 0. 3V)




Instrument Power On - Off Status








A test connector is provided for monitoring instrument
performance when the instrument is mounted in the
spacecraft. The signals available on this connector
include the following:
A. All signals and status outputs to the spacecraft
B. All signals to the sensor-preamplifiers
C. The X, Y, and Z spectrum channel wideband
amplifier test point outputs.
D. Power supply regulator, converter and DC
output voltages.
The test connector is shown on the Wiring Interface
Diagram No. 708000, see figure 3.
Mechanical Characteristics
The main assembly envelope conforms to the mechanica,
configuration drawing shown in figure 22. A photo of
the main assembly showing the three electronic blivets
together with the connector harness housing' to which
these blivets are attached, is shown in figure 23. All
Mechanical structure is machined from AZ31B mag-
nesi,um tooling plate to provide a high strength to
weight ratio. All magnesium surfaces are either
treated with Dow 7 or are gold plated. The gold plating
is utilized where required for electrical bonding and
RFI purposes. These surfaces include the mounting
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the blivets and covers. The major portion of electrical
components are packaged into welded cordwood modules
using non-magnetic Alloy 180 as t' . e interconnecting
material. The fabricated modules after electrical
tests, are coated with PT4121 which is a low viscosity
epoxy and, then, is foamed with a light weight foam
material. The modules are interconnected Qn a
modified welded matrix again using Alloy 180 as
the interconnecting material. Terminals are mounted
on each matrix assembly to interconnect all input
and output lead gi with the connector on the blivet housing.
In order to facilitate checkout of the magnetometer
instrument, figures 24 through 36A are included in this
report. rigures 24, 25 and 26 (Pages 49, 50, 51) are
photographs of the three main blivets. Figures 27, 28
and 29 (Pages 52, 53, 54) are of the Waveform Schematic,
hook-up, and assembly, respectivel y . Figures 30, 31,
and 32 (Pages 55, 56, 57) are of the Spectrum Analyzer
schematic, hook-up, and assembly, respectively.
Figures 33, 34, 35, and 36 are of the Power Sunply and
Logic Blivet. Figure 34 (Page 58) is the schematic.
Figures 35 and 36 (Page 59 and 60) are the hook-up
a	
drawings. Figure 37 (Page 61) is the assembl- • drawing.
Figure 36A (Page 61A) is the schematic diagram of
interblivet wiring scheme.
In order to determine the temperature inside the Main
Electronics Assembly during tests, a temperature	 «
sensitive thermistor - resistor network is mounted
in the waveform blivet. This network is used in
conjunction with the BRE Monitor Unit.
/1"





FIGURE 23. OGO-F SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER MAIN ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY
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FIGURE 26. POWER SUPPLY & LOGIC BLIVET
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3.1 . Mechanical Interfaces
The characteristics of all mechanical interfaces are
depicted on figures which are part of the preceding
text. These include Figure 4, the thermal schematic;
Figure 6, the sensor preamplifier envelope drawing;
Figure ?.'2. the main electronic assembly envelope
drawing.
3.2	 Electrical Interfaces
The following subparagraphs Include figures showing the
schematic of each instrument spacecraft interface. A l
grounds shown are signal (telemetry) ground.
3. 2. 1	 Primary Power Interface
Figure 37 shows the schematic of the interface
presented to the +28 VDC primary power lines.
As indicated, the series regulator receives
the +28 VDC. An auxiliary supply from a wind.
ing of the power transformer used to increase
the efficiency of the regulator driver transistors.
The +28 VDC return is isolated from si jW
(telemetry) ground and from chasis ground.
3.2.2	 Synchronization Signal Interface
Figure 38 shows the schematic of the interface
presented to the spacecraft 246 , Hz sync signal.
• The three wire input is applied to the primary
of an isolation transformer. This primary is
completely isolated from all other circuitry
within the instrument. The secondary outputs
of the transformer are applied to a complementary
transistor amplifier through suitable isolation
networks. The output of this amplifier is
applied to the converter for synchronization. The
+22 VDC and +22 VDC return are obtained from the
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	3.2.3	 Index Pulse Interface
	
b	 64
Figure 39 shows the schematic of the index pule
interface. As indicated, the index pulse is applied
through an isolation and noise rejection network
into the trigger stage of a monostable multivibrator






Figure 39 shows the schematic of the interface
circuits for the 222, 13. 89, and 0. 868 timing signals.
As indicated, each signal is applied through an isolation
and noise rejection network into the trigger stage of
a monostable multivibrator (latch). A resistor to
ground yields, for each signal, an input impedan ' a
of 20 t 4 K ohms.
	
3.2.5	 Bit Rate, Mode and Switch Signal Interfaces
Figure 40 shows the schematic of the Bit Rate, Mode,
and Switch Signal interfaces. The Bit Rate signal drives
two inverter stages. These inverters have threshold
levels chosen for decoding this tri-level input signal.
The Mode Signal and Switch Signal each drive an
inverter stage. All input circuits contain a resistor
diode network for noise rejection. The input
impedance for each signal is greater than 50 K ohms.
	
3.2.6	 Command Signal Interface
Figure 41 shows the schematic of the interface pre-
sented to the five ground impulse command signals.
The signals are Waveform Gain Change, Spectrum
Gain Change, Mode Change, SCO On - Off and IFC
On - Off. Each of the five interface circuits are
identical. A resistor-capacitor network At each
input affords impedance isolation and noise and relay
contact bounce rejection. This network feeds an
inverter stage that triggers a monostable multivi-
























13. 89 PPS 29 etc.
Timing
Signal — — — — — — — -^
2S.SK
0.86 PPS 30 -etc.
Timing
Signal L — —• — — — —. —1
.2 5.,T&
:
NOTES: Unless otherwise noted
1. Resistors are f 5% 1/8 w
2. Resisotre shown as 1% are 1 /10 w
3. All Diodes are 5P30265
4. All transistors are FM2484 •
Figure 3.9
























Same circuit as above, except
4 RI a 82. 5K & IS
^L — R2: 133K t I S — — —
.1
C------ -----1
Same circuit as above, except
i R1 s 95.3K t 196 I
L _R2=3_4Kt11%
rSame circuit as above, except
R1 s 95.3K t I S










NOTES: Unless otherwise specified
1. All transistors FM2484




3. All R1 are type RN55D t 1% 1/10  watt
4. All R2 are type RN60D t lei 1/ 8 watt
S. All R3 are type RCQ5	 1 /8 watt.
Figure 40
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Waveform Gain Q/ I
Change Command 2N29y5'




R3 xv f/M //f
Spectrum Gain
— — — —
Sane circuit
— —





Mode Change Same circuit
Command	 Y7	 as
L above
SCO On-Off	 Same circuit
Command 	 as above
— —
IFC On-Off	 Same. circuit
Command	 y9	 ^ as above











All resistors f 5% 1/8 W
All diodes SP30265
Allcapacitors .0015 µf 50V
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	3.2. 7	 Waveform Otttput Interfaces
Figure 42 shows the schematic of the interface circuit
for the Waveform A and B output signals. The six out-
put circuits are identical. Each circuit contains a
complementary emitter follower output stage driven
by a PNP amplifier plus its associated circuitry. Also
connected to the output are a feedback network,
consisting of RI and Cl, a capacitor C2, which provides
the necessary surge current for the ADHA input
capacitance and CR4 and CR5 which clamp the outputs
to prevent large output excursions below signal ground
and above plus 6 volts. The high open loop gain of the
amplifier results in a very low dynamic output impedance
for this circuit.
	
3.2.8	 Spectrum Analyzer Output Interface
Figure 43 shows the schematic of the interface circuit
for the spectrum analyzer output signals. The circuits
for the three axes are identical. These output circuits
are virtually identical to those used for the waveform
outputs Vigure 42). The input signal to this circuit is
such that no clamping diodes to ground is required at
the output.	 •
	
3.2. 9	 SCO Output Interface
l
Figure 44 shows the schematic of the interface circuit
for the SCO output signal. The circuit contains a
complementary emitter follower output stage driven
by Q1 which is part of a feedback amplifier. Feedback
is supplied by R5 and C4. The output is AC coupled
through C I. The high open loop gain results in a
very low dynamic output impedance for this circuit.
	
3.2.10	 Instrument Status Output Interfaces
Figures 45, 46 & 47 show the schematic of the interface
circuits for the Instrument Power, IFC, SCO, Waveform
Gain Mode, Spectrum Gain Mode, and Waveform
Bandwidth status outputs. The voltage levels of these
outputs are listed in paragraph 2. 2.6.
	
3.2.11	 External and Inhibit Index Pulse Interfaces
Figure 4 8 shows the schematic of the Inhibit
Index Pulse and External Index Pulse Interfaces.
These inputs are presented not to the spacecraft
but to the external test equipment at the instrument
test connector J3. Inhibit Index pulse requires
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Z Axis
Waveform B 23	 Identical to
Ujrj L the above
NOTE: unless otherwise noted
1. Capacitances in microfarads t 10%
2. Resistances in ohms t Ski, 1/8 watt
3. Diodes SP30265
4. Transistors FM2484
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Resistances in ohms f 5% 1/8 w
Capacitances in microfarads t 1016
Diodes are SP30265
All '% resistors are RNSSC, 1/10 watt
Figure 43





































NOTE: Unless otherwise noted
1. All resistors are *A1/8w.
2. All transistors are ML20001















♦ 5 VDC .
J 1	 ^
Instrument	 43	 IPower





















NOTE: All 5% resistors 1/8 watt
All capacitors 10%
Figure 45



















	 (	 S/KGain k Mode	 8
Status	 /OOK
1 GIDK	 t	 V
I
—	 I
— — — —	




Gain k Mode	 9	 Same circuit as above	 IStatus
.r .
NOTE: Unless otherwise noted
1. All resistors * At 1/8 watt
Tigure 46
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Rise and fall times shall b-e less than 10 microseconds.
Minimum pulse width shall b e 140 microseconds.
Pulse repitition frequency as required.
All 1 % resistors are RN55C. 1/10 wLtt.
Figure 48
External and Inhibit Index+ Pulse Interfaces, External IFC Test Input








The purpose of the OGO- F Bench Test Equipment (BTE) is to
simulate the spacecraft interface signals and to monitor the
functioning of the OGO-F Search Coil Magnetometer instrument.
The BTE contains provisions for convenient use of auxiliary
test equipment to enable complete calibration of the instrument.
The BTE is composed of a Simulator Unit, a Monitor Unit, and
three Cables for connecting these units to the instrument. Figure
49 shows the BTE connected to the instrument. During instrument
test when the instrument is disconnected from the spacecraft,
both of the units aria required. During spacecraft or spacecraft
simulator integration tests, only the Monitor Unit is required.
	
4.1	 Mechanical Description
Figures 50 and 51 show front and rear views of the
Simulator Unit. Figures 52 and 53 show front and
rear views of the Monitor Unit. Figures 54, 55 and
56 show the interconnecting cables. Both units contain
chassis mounted on standard 19 inch panels. The panels
contain controls and test points. All connectors are
mounted on the rear of the chassis. A major portion
of each units' circuitry is mounted on circuit boards
which plug into chassis mounted cages. The ontire BTE




All of the electrical functions provided by the BTE are
described in the following paragraphs. A schematic of
the Simulator Unit is shown in Figure 57 and a schematic
of the Monitor Unit is shown in Figure 58.
4.2.1	 Simulator Unit
The Simulator Unit contains internal power supplies,
a + 28 volt power supply, a 2461 Hz sync generator,
a timing signal generator, an index pulse generator,
a telemetry status generator and a command signal
generator.
4.2.1.1	 Internal Power and Instrument Power
Figure 59 shows a block diagram of the
Simulator Unit power supplies. As indicated,
fused AC power is used to energize the
internal +4 and t 15V do power supplies.
The BTE Power on-off switch with indicator
light and test points for the internal voltage
are front panel mounted. The 28V power
supply circuitry contains: an instrument
power on-off switch with indicator light,
a voltage level control• used to set the output
variable from zero to +50V do (+28V do
nominal), a current limit control, two
output voltage test points, and a voltage/ Q.current meter with a meter scale select
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the to-at points together and setting the
required limit current on the current
one to r.
	
4.2.1.2	 Sync Signal Generator
Figure 60 shows a block diagram of the
circuit which generates the synchronization
signal sent to the instrument power supply.
As indicated the voltage controlled oscillator
frequency is divided by two and fed to a
driver which energizes a transformer. The
seconeAry of the transformer sends a three
wire sync signal through a suitable impedance
network to the instrument. A front panel
control enables the sync signal frequency
to be varied *5 from the nominal value
of 2.461 H . A second control enables
adjustmentzof the amplitude of the output
sync signal from zero to 8 volts p-p. An
on-off switch is also included in this control.
A sync meter is included to check the free-
run frequency of the instrument. To
operate this meter, the sync amplitude
control is set to Off. this allows the instru-
ment to free-run. The frequency control is
adjusted for a null on the meter and the
setting of this control indicates the free-run
frequency of the instrument. A null is
achieved by beating the converter test point
signal from the instrument with the output
of the divide by two flip- flop. Two test
points are provided for monitoring the out-
put sync signal.
	
4.2.1.3	 Timing and Index Pulse Generator
Figure 61 shows the block diagram of the
circuit which generates the timing and index
pulses. As indicated, a 444 Hz clock with
an accuracy of one percent is counted down
in a binary countdown chain to the minimum
frequency of 0.87 pulses per second (pps).
The output of this final countdown circuit
is :spplied to a one-shot multivibrator which
shapes the pulse to worst case conditions
of the interface specification and is then
passed through an attenuator which can be
used to vary the signal between zero to 10
volts p-p. The 13.9 pps and 222 pps timing
signals are generated, shaped, and attenuated
in a similar manner except thati !l:eir inputs


























































































The index pulse frequency is selected by
front panel control;either 6.9. 13.9. SS. S
pps, or external. In external a single pulse
is generated each time the button is pressed.
The selected frequency is sent to one of
three one-shots which ,'Ieterm:nss proper
pulse duration. An attenuator is used to
vary the signal from zero to 10 volt p-p.
4.2.1.4
	
Telemetry Status Signal Generators
Figure 62 shows the block diagram of the
circuit which generates the telemetry
status signals. Each of these three signals
is generated in a similar fashion. The
circuitry consists of an attenuator for each
output which is controlled by a front panel
control. These attenuators milize the
regulated + IS volts as their inputs. Each
front panel control is calibrated showing
the ruminal voltages for etch of the states
ss the signals. Thus. the Switch control is
fabled VI and V2; the Mode V3 and V4;
and Bit Rate BY. 16K. and 64K. All of these
con!_-ols are continuously variable from sero
to + 10 volts.
C.
4.2.1.5	 Command Signal Generator
Figure 63 shows a block diagram of the
circuit which generates the five impulse
commands used by the instrument. The
impulse commands are initiated by a push
button switch on the front panel. The output
of this switch is applied to a one-shot multi-
vibrator which generates the proper pulse
width. This multivibrator energises a relay
which closes the output to power ground.
A front panel switch selects the line Into
which the impulse command is sent.
4.2.2	 Monitor Unit
The Monitor Unit contains internal power supplies, a
status indicator light array, a digital voltmeter.
frequency discriminators. and a SO pin test point array.
4.2.2.1
	
Internal Power So • ► i -:is
i,
c
Fused AC powei s uiped to energize the
internal + 26 and 6 volt power supplies for
operatio:i of tLe s tatus indicator light drivers
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4.2.2.2	 Test Point ArYay
A front panel mounted 50 pin test point array
is supplied for monitoring each pin in the
instrument test connector J3. The labels





Front Panel D Pin Full Name
Label dumber
X PA 1 X Axis Preamp
Y PA 2 Y Axis Preamp
Z PA 3 Z Axis Preamp
CH GR 4 Chassis Ground (Shield)
X WF A 5 X Axis Waveform A
Y WF A 6 Y Axis Waveform B
Z WF A 7 Z Axis Waveform C
WF GM S 8 Waveform Gain and
Mode Status
SP GM S 9 Spectrum Gain be Mode Status
WF BW S 10 Waveform Bandwidth Status
+2.5 11 + 2. 5 volt
+28 12 + 28 volts
+ 28R 13 + 28 volt return
'Temp 14 RTl output
CONV 15 Converter T. P.
CONV R 16 Converter T. P. return
_6v 17 -6 volt
X PA .R 18 X Axis Preamp return
Y PA R 19 Y Axis Preamp return
Z PAR R 20 Z Axis preamp return
XWFB 21 X Axis Waveform B
Y WF B 22 Y Axis Waveform B
Z WF B 23 Z Axis Waveform B
CKT GR 24 Circuit Ground
SP CH S 25 Spectrum Channel Status
S C O 26 SCO
+ 20 V(M) 27 + 20 vo Its (main body),
+6V 28 + 6 volts
+ 5V 29 + 5 volts
+ 22V 30 Preregulator T. P.
IFC IN 31 External Test IFC input
RT IN 32 RT1 Input
+ 4V 33 + 4 volts
+ 20V (P) 34 + 20 volts (preamp)
PWR R 35 Power return (t20 volts pre-
amp
-20V 36 -20 volts
IFC 37 IFC Signal
X SP A 38 X Axis spectrum analyzer
Y SP A 39 Y Axis spectrum analyzer
Z SP A 40 Z Axis spectrum analyzer
SCO S 41 SCO ON-OFF Status
IFC S 42 IFC ON-OFF Status
FWR S 43 Instrument Or.-Off power
status
+2.6V 44 + 2.6 volts
X WB 45 X Axis Wideband T. P.
Y WB 46 Y Axis Wideband T. P.
Z WB 47 Z Axis Wideband T. P.
Ii P 48 Inhibit Index Pulse
EI P 49 External Index Pulse
CH GR 50 Chassis Ground	 3
Figure 64, Monitor Unit Test Point Identification
Listed by Test Point Number
Page 97
RO	 'b8-161
-	 Yront Panel Label 33 Pin Number Full Name
CH GR 4 Chassis Ground (shield)
CH GR 50 Chassis Ground
CKT GR 24 Circuit Ground
CONV 15 Converter T. P.
CONV R 16 Converter T. P. return
EIP 49 External Index Pulse
IFC 37 IFC Signal
IFC IN 31 External Test IFC Input
IFC S 42 IFC Or-Off Status
IIP 48 Inhibit Index Pulat
PWR R 35 Power Return
(t 20V preamp)
PWR S 43 Instrument On-Off
Power Status
R T IN 32 R T l Input
SCO 26 SCO
SCO S 41 SCO On-Off Status
SP CHS 25 Spectrum Channel
Status
SP GM S 9 Spectrum Gain and
Mode Status
TEMP 14 RT 1 Output
WY BW'S 10 Waveform B. , ndwidth
Status
WF GM S 8 Waveform, Gain and
Mode Status
X PA 1 X Axis Preamp
Y PA 2 Y Axis Preamp
Z PA 3 Z Axis Preamp
X PAR 18 X Axis Preamp Return
Y PAR 19 Y Axis Preamp Return
Z PA R 20 Z Axis Preamp Return
X SP A 38 X Axis Spectrum
Analyzer
Y SPA 39 Y Axis Spectrum_
Analyz er
f Z SPA 40 Z Axis Spectrum
Analyzer
Figure 65A Monitor Unit Test Point Identification




X WB 45 X Axis Wideband
T. P.
Y WB 46 Y Axis Wideband
T. P.
Z WB 47 Z Axis Wideband
T. P.
X WF A 5 X Axis Waveform A
Y WF A 6 Y Axis Waveform B
Z WF A 7 Z Axis Waveform C
X WF B 21 X Axis Waveform B
Y WF B 22 Y Axis Waveform B
Z WF B 23 Z Axis Waveform B
-20V 36 -20 Volts
-6V 17 -6 Volts
+2.5 11 + 2.5 Volts
+ 2.6v 44 + 2.6 Volts
+4V 33 +4 Volts
+5v 29 + 5 Volts
+6V t8 + 6 Volts
+ 20 (M) 27 +20 Volts (Main Body)
+ 20V (p) 34 _20 Volts (Preamp)
+ 22V 30 Preregulator T. P.
+28 12 + 28 Volts
+ 28R 13 +28 Volt Return
1
Figure 65B Monitor Unit Test Point Identification








A digital voltmeter is built into the front
panel for moritoring the instrument power
supply voltages, the signal voltages
(waveform, wideband, or spectrum outputs),
and the instrument temperature (thermistor-
resistor network voltage). The voltage to
be monitored is controlled by the DVM
selector contrvl, the voltage selector control,




Three frequency discr iminator subassemb-
lies with indicator meters are front panel
mounted for monitoring at all times the
three SCO Frequency channels. The signal
input to each frequency discriminator is
prefiltered with a standard telemetry filter
(bandwidth w fo t 7. 576 fo, 0 to - 3d b).
demodulated outputs of the discriminators
are available at test ,jacks at the rear of the





Status indicator lights are frc.it panel
mounted for monitoring the status signal
lines of the instrument. Four of the nine
status lines contain multilevel voltage signals
thus analog decoders circuits proceed the
indicator Y:ght drivers. The power turn on
switch for the Monitor Unit located 'in this
area is labled BTF power.
	
4.2.2.6	 Temperature
When monitoring the thermistor -
resistor network the DVM voltage reading
is converted to temperature thus:
(Temperature in oC) = ( VDVM ) X (100).






The following paragraphs describe. in detail. circuits which were
utilized in the OGO-F-22 Search Coil Magnetometer. They are the
following:
1. Search roil Sensor
2. Preamplifier
3. Heater
4. 400 Hz Notch Filter
5. Variable Low Pass Filter and Buffer
6. Fixed Gain and Gain Change Amplifiers
7. Output Amplifier
8. 1850 Hz Low Pass Filter
9. Bandpass Amplifiers
10. Peak Detector and Dump
11. Spectrum C un unutator
12. SCO Low Pass Filter
13. Subcarrier Oscillator (SCO)
14. SCO Output Amplifier




19. Power Supply Converter
20. Power Supply Preregulator (+22 volts)
21. Power Supply Post regulators
5.1	 Search Coil Sensor
For the past five years Marshall Laboratories has been
actively engaged in the field of search coil magnetometer development.
Part of this work has entailed the design and evaluation of the basic
censor itself. We used this knowledge to design a sensor for the
OGO-F Magnetometer which is near optimum with regard to sensitiv Ity,
frequency response. and weight within the prescribed boundary conditions.
The bs alc sensitivity for a search coil magnetometer is:





where	 N s number of turns
A : area in cm 
µe a	 effective mu of the sensor
This formula neg:ects any fringing effect@ which may take place
The parameters N and A ire rather obvious and need no
further discussion at this point; however, value for the effective mu of
the core needs further evalur tion. In his book, "Ferro Magnetism",
Dozurth describes the relationship betweRn the real mu and the effective
mu of a search coil. On Page 848,	 depicts the relationship of real mu
to effective mu as a function of the
	 ratio of the core of a search coil.
U one assumes that the real mu of the core is infinity, then the expression
for the approximate effective mu, is:
1.6
1+ '.:^ 1.6 +e
where
	 = length of core
d	 =	 effective core diameter
Combining the two above equations, leads one to the following result:
K = ZnN (1. 6' 1.6 d 014 x 10-7 µv - secY
From the above, it can be seen that the sensitivity of
the search coil is a much stronger function of its length rather than of
its diameter.
. At first glance, it might appear that d should be chosen
to be as large as practijcal; however, the obvious limitations are those
of weight of the core itself and also the winding. On the other hand, d
cannot be too small since then the effective mu will become too large
and the assumption that the real mu is much greater than the effective
mu will no longer be a valid one. One would then be operating in a region
where changes in the real mu of the core material would drastically affect
the effective mu and therefore the sensitivy of the sensor. Too large
an effective mu can cause problems as a result of operation in a d-c
magnetic field which can saturate the core. For example, if the effective
mu of the core were 30, 000 and if it were placed in the earth's magnetic
field, one would find approximately 15, 000 gauss in the core. This
flux density will saturate the types of materials which are beat for this
appli cation. Another real factor involved in the selection of the core
cross section is tLa availability of material. Experience has shown that
delivery problems can be expected when other than standard material
is requested from a magnetic material manufacturer. It is thus extremely
advantageous to use a standard size and type of material.
1A
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Based upon the above considerations. M2 rshall Laboratories
fabricated the core frorn 4 mil laminations 1/8" wide of Round HyMu 80
with a build up of one eighth of an inch. This core geometry provided
an effective mu of approximately 1600. This value is conservative from
the standpoint of variations of real mu because the effective, mu of the
mate--ial it as large as 24, 000.
The location of the windings on the cores is important
from the consideration of fringing fields. Figure 66 shows the measured
sensitivity of one winding of 12, 500 turns as a function of its location
along the core. Any winding mounted near the end of the core will have
its sens i tivity reds - ced by more than 50% as a result of fringing effects.
For OGO - F, the windings area
 placed within one inch of the center
of the core.
The parameters which remain to be determined now
are the numbe r
 of turns to be pl aced upon the coils and the winding
methods used. Both of these parameters are dictated, to a large degree,
by the required resonant frequency cf the sensor. There is also a
strong interrelation between the number of turns (therefore the core
inductance) and tite signal to noise ratio of the sensor preamp combination.
This is discussed in more detail in Paragraph 5.2.
The winding techniques weed are important in that they
effect the winding capacity and therefore the resonant frequency of they
sensor. The windings used for this system consists of 100, 000 turns
of No. 47 wire which are wound upon 20 equal sized sections each with
a width of approximately 0. 1" and containing 5, 000 turns of wire.
This to ..unique provided a significant improvement over
winding methods used on the OGO-E magnetomter sensor (two V bobbins
with 50, 000 random turns on each).
This improvement realized an increased resonant frequency
of greater than 1, 000 cps; with a corresponding improvement in signal
to noise ratio as described in Sections ^. 1. 1, 5.2. 1, 5.2.2 and 5.2. 3.
5.1.1	 Improvements In The Sensor
Much work has been done in the past in the area
of sensor design. The present design was evolved after extensive testing
of various core materials and analysis and measurement of various form
factor s (length to diameter ratios). The present design is a balance between
seriaitivity, weight, size, saturation effects, stability of sensor performance
with respect to environmental stress and consistency of performance among
sensors. The integrity and reliability has been proven by the L accessful
performance in space of sensors of this basic design.
Any Pk elected core configuration yields a con-
stant ratio of sensitivity to square root of inductance. The sensitivity
is proportional to the number of turns while the inductance is proportional
to the square of the number of turns. It is this ratio, as can be Been
from the detailed noise analysis, that determines the 14igh frequency
signal to noise ratio. For a given core form factor, the high frequency
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The determining factors of the low frequency
signal to noise ratio are completely different. The noise power is sensor
independent, the signal power is proportional to the square of the sensitivity
or number of turns. The signal to noise power ratio at low frequencies
can be Ioubled by a -IM,O in._ rc,^ase in the number of turns while the high
frequency signal nevi- ratio is unaffected. The other effect that occurs
as the number of turns is increased is a lowering of the self-resonance
frequency of the sensor. This frequency is for constant capacity, proportional
to the square r. - t of the inductance or directly proportional to the number
of turns. Lf t'r,e self-resonant frequvnc,y of one KHZ is to be maintained,
the inductanc
	 and there=fore, the sensitivity cannot be increased without
a corresponding reduction in capae ,ity. A reduction in capacity was
accomplished by a reduction in actual winding capacity aad by operational
techniques utilizing active negative capacitance. The forrr.er
 of these
methods, although limited, is the inherent safe and predictable une.
Low winding capacity was achieved by piecewise bank winding as described
in Section 5. 1.
Negative capacitance can be achieved by operational
techniques. The negative capacitance subtracts from the real capacitance
which results in a net capacitance reduction. A basic system for
achieving negative capacitance consists of a discrete capacitor connected
to both the input and output of a non-inverting amplifier. The input capacity
of such a system is the real capacity multiplied by one minus the voltage
gain of the amplifier. This system is implemented by using a
separate feedback loop in the preamplifier to derive required voltage gain.
As with most positive feedback systems, slight changes in either of the active
or passive components can cause large changes to system performance. A
maximum capacitance reduction from about 1/2 to 1/4 is achieved without
undue restrictions being placed upor, component stability requirements.
5.1.2	 Low Frequency Noise
In laboratory evaluations of current state-of-the-art
Field Effect Transistors measurements have been made of 0. 2 microvolts
rms total noise over the narrow band waveform channel bandwidth of .01





5.2	 Preamplifier Circuit Description
Figure 67 shows a detailed schematic of the preamplifiers and
Figure 68 and 69 show simplified equivalent circuit including the search coil.
A computer analysis of the preamp circuit was made using ECAP program
language (IBM) for dynamic stability. Figure 70 and 71 show gain-phase-
frequency plots, computer derived, for open and closed loop conditions.
From this data the gain margin at a phase crossover is 20 db and the
phase margin at gain crossover is 60 degrees, indicating a dynamically
stable amplifier. The do closed loop gain is 100. 8 (:101) by computer
calculations. Figure 72 is a gain frequency plot from actual laboratory test
data. Computer derived data indicated a do open loop over all gain of
50, 000 and a do gain margin (apan loop gain 'ess closed loop gain) of 500.
The equivalent noise of the input terminal to ground with a 50 kn resistor
replacing the search coil was found to be 1. 0 microvolts peak-to-peak
over a 100 second period. Using the conversion of 5 to 1 for noise p-p
to noise RMS this yields a value of 0. 2 µvolts RMS noise over a frequency
spectrum of from 0.41 Hz to 1. 0 Hz.
The detailed operation of the preamplifier is as follows:
An input voltage (reference Figure 68) is generated by the -arch coil
at the input gate (gate No. 1) of Q2, the input FET. The signal line from
the search coil (about 5 inches long) is shielded and the shield is returned
to gate No. 2 of Q2 at a voltage null.
The equivalent impedance seen by the shield at gate 2 is
= 1 1,Sl in parallel with 820 pf. Thus the shield is driven from a relatively
low impedance source and the shield follows the search coil output while
the capacity of the shield to signal line appears as between gate 1 and 2
but not in shunt with the search coil. Q2 drives Q1 which is connected
in a grounded date configuration. 'Thus there is no voltage amj.^:ification
at the drain of Q2; hence, ho source capacity appears at the gate 1 of
02. Q2 and Q1 can be considered as a cascode connection. Thus the
search coil sees only the grounded drain input capacity at the gate of
Q2 thus giving a net high value of net resonant frequency for the search
coil preamplifier combir.ation. The flux field was varied to yield a
constant amplifier outpu^ voltage for different frequencies. The sensitivity 	 /.
of the search coil is approximately 10 microvolts per gamma-hertz.
The coil was critically damped with an 11 Meg ohm fixed resistor at
the amplifier input terminal to ground. The ovt, rall resonant as can
be seen in Figure 73 is 1000 Hz.
The amplified drain currents from 02 drive 01 which in
turn drives 03 and Q4 resulting in an amplified error voltage across
R3. Q5 and Q6 are output transistors acting as power emitter followers
for high output current capability. The network CR1, CR2, and I 3 serve
to couple the signal at R3 to the output. The on voltage of CR1, and CR2
must be matched against the VBE's of Q5 and Q6 to yield a quiescent
ck ollector current through Q5 and Q6 of from 50 to 200 µa. This quiescent
current makes the output voltage mode less susceptible to RFI interference.
Any RFI currents induced on the output line between the Sensor-Preamplifier
Assembly and the Main Body Assembly must overcome the 05 and 06
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IFigure 69 Preamplifier Equivalent Circuit
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The output signal is coupled back to the input FE:T's gate
No. 2 via the feedback network R2, C, and R 1 thus closing the loop.
The amplifier it, dynamically stable even with an output load
capacity of 0. 1µf. Production unit test data showed that the amplifier ran
deliver into a lead of 0. 01Nf in parallel with 50K i7 sine wave voltage of
20 volts peak to peak with no distortion at a frequency of 1 KHz.
The quiescent DC i ,tput voltage is given by the intrinsic-
gate to gate offset DC voltage of t..e in^.ut FET multiplied by the closed
loop gain (101). Thus the DC output voltage offset will be between t 1.0
volts. Tgpical DC output voltage drift,-, with temperature are 14MV p-p
from -50 C to + 600C.
The preamplifier output voltage is DC coupled in the OGO-F'
instrument into the 400 1 1z notch filter in the main body electronics. The
-3db closed loop frequency response is 1, 850 Hz as shown in Figure 72.
The output, power supply and ground lines in the sensor-
preamplifier assembly are RFI filtered with Allen-Bradley ferrite filters.
A brief analysis of the amplifier and feedback network is
shown on the following pages. The transfer function is derived.
5. 2. 1	 Analysis of Signal to Noise Characteristics
For the purpose of this analysis, the magnetic
signal is considered to have a uniform y/second amplitude distribution
(this assumption seems valid based upon most wideband natural phenomena).
The voltage induced into a search coil is the time derivative of the
magnetic field. The considered signal voltage amplitude spectrum is there-
fore a "white" distribution. The output voltage of a practical search
coil (assuming near critical dampening) is of essentially constant dis-
tribution below resonance and diminishes as the reciprocal of the square
of the frequency (12 db per oct.• ,ve) above resonance. The sensitivity
of a search coil is the induced voltage produced by the ambient magnetic
field. Sensitivity, therefore, has the units of microvolts per y per second.
The impedance of a practical search coil
appears resistive at very low frequencies and up to the frequency where the
inductive reactance is equal to the resistance (about 8 Hz) at resonance;
and essentially as a capacitive reactance beyond resonance. The noise
generated by the probe is a thermal noise produced by the real part of
the probe impedance. The amplitude of this noise voltage is proportional
to the 1/2 power of the real part of the impedance which is simply the
winding resistance at low frequencies. At a frequency where the inductive
reactance is equal to the geometry mean of the winding and dampening
resistances, the real part of the impedance increases as a second power
of frequency (12 db per octave) until resonance. After resonance the
real part of the probe impedance decreases as the second power of
frequency (-12 db per octave). The voltage noise spectrum, therefore, is
essentially constant until the frequency where the inductance is equal
to the geometric mean of the winding and dampening resistances (about
75 Hz). It then increases at b db per octave to resonance and then
diminishes inversely with frequency (-6 db per octave).
1	 i
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The preamplifier amplifies both the probe
signal and probe noise and at the same time adds additional noise. To
minimize the total system noise, it is necessary to carefully analyze
the effects from all sources as a function of the sensor characterisitcs.
Noise analysis have been made by several people
in this general area in which they considered simply the winding resistance
and amplifier noise figure with respect io the winding resistance. A
detailed analysis has been performed which shows that this method can
yield completely erroneous results. Additional erroneous results can
occur by making laboratoty tests in which the sensor itself is not used
because of the susceptibility to background magnetic disturbances.
Replacement of the sensor by a. resistor equivalent tot he winding resis-
tance is not a valid technique.
	
5.2.2	 Reactive Sensor and Transistor E-I Noise
Generator Model
A detailed analysis has been carried out taking
into account both the resistive and reactive elements of the sensor and
the correlated voltage noise generator (E) and current noise generator
(I) representation for the transistor noise constituents. This analysis ie
included in Appendix B.
The anal; ,, sis in which typical values were chosen
for the sensor along with a premium state-of-the-art FET should serve
as a reasonable analytical approach for most systems of this nature - a
long core with small cross sectional area, many thousand of turns, a
self-resonant frequency in the high hundredths of Hz to low kilo Hz region.
The analysis shows three regions with distinct
characteristics of the system noise. The first region is characterized by
excessive noise of a 1/f nature produced by the transistor voltage noise	 «
generator. The mid-region where noise is lowest is due to about equal
transistor voltage noise and probe thermal noise. In the third region the
thermal noise dominates. The latter mechanism is paramount from well
below resonance to much higher frequencies above resonance. On rather
interesting conclusion is that transistor noise is negligible about 100 Hz.
Figure 74 summarizes the noise as determined by the analysis.
	
5.2.3	 Sensor - Preamplifier Optimization
The two noise regions at low and high frequencies
are the consequences af two separate mechanisms. The low frequency
noise is all due to transistor noise and, as such, is completely independent
of the sensor characteristics. The high frequency noise is the thermal
noise generated by the sensor and is completely independent of the amplifier.
The thermal noise is, in fact, predominately due to the sensor inductance.
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5. 3	 Proportional Heater
The proportional heater circuit consists of a temperature
sensitive element, thermistor RTI, which decreases approximately 5'/O /oC.
Refer to Figure No. 75. Assume that RII is at a temperature of +40C;
the resistance of RTI is 27. 1KC and the voltage at E4 is approximately
zero volts. This voltage is sampled and amplified by the differential
amplifier stage, Q1 and is buffered by the Darlington connected amplifier
stage, Q2 and Q3. Essentially, the circuit power dissipation is deter-
mined by the product of 40 volts and the current through R8. If the
ambient temperature changes downward, the resistance of RTI increases,
causing an increase current through R8, which means more power
dissipation in R 1, R9, R 10, and R 1 1 . The temperature control of the
sensor compartment is accomplished by the feedback system consisting
of the amplifier circuit and the heat transfer characteristics of the com-
partment. As the power dissipated in the circuit increases, the compart-
ment temperature will increase, forcing the resistance of RTI to decrease
and thus reducing the circuit power odissipation. The end result is that,
for ambient temperature below +40 C, tie sensor compartment will
reach a stable temperature of about +40 C.
For the purpose of evaluatiDg the circuit, assume VBE
of Q1, Q2, and Q3 to be 0.7 volts. At +4 C RTI = 271. 6K, for simplicity
assume RTI = 270 K ohm.
VR 2 = (20 + 20) R2 = 40 + 270K	 = 20V
R2 + RTI	 270K + 270K
Since R2 is returned to -20V, the voltage at the base of Q1A will be zero
volts. The base of QIB is also biased to zero volts through R5.
VR 3 = VR 2 -. 7 = 20 -.7 = 19. 3 volt
IR 3 = V _ = 19. 3 = 96. 5µA
R3	 200K
At +40C this current will divide equally between Q1A and Q1B collectors.
IR6 = 
96
_-- 55 µA = 48. 24A
2
VR 6 = IR 6 x R6 = (48. 24A) 100K = 4. 82V
VR 8 = VR 6 -2 x VBE = 4. 82 -2 x .7 = 3.42V
IR8 = VR8 = 3.42 = 5 m. a.
R8	 680
P=40xIR 8 =40x5m.a. =0.2watt
where P = power dissipation at the circuit. The voltage E4 is at approximately
A	 zero Bolts and steady state will be maintained as long as the thermistor remains
at +4 C.
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The transfer characteristic for the voltage across the
parallel network (R T ) made up of RI,  R9, RIO, and RII is
16. 3 volts
0 
Since P = E 2 /R Let R = R  =	 3K = 3. 38K
4
P	 16. 3)2	 1	 _ 80 mw_
C	 3. 38K r a C
Therefore the proportional bandwidth is
Pmax - Pmin , oC = 475 mw 
o = 60C
80 mw	 80 mw
The exact operating temperature of the temperature sensor will be
affected by the thermistor's exact value, its temperature coefficient,
its dissipation constant, the exact value of R2, and the VBE match of
Q1 A & B. The operation of the circuit will not, however, be altered









5.4	 400 Hz Notch Filter
The function of this circuit is to attenuate 400Hz signal
(Spacecraft Power Sync Frequency) component and pass with unity gain
all other signals.
Figure 76 shows a schematic of the circuit.
Figure 77 shows a simplified equivalent circuit. On
Figure 77 the input signal e in passes through the symmetric parallel-T
network (G) into a high gain amplifier (A) which is used as a follower,
through the resistor attenuator network R1-R2 and back to the network G.
The transfer function is derived as follows:
First consider the following -
A is the gain of the differential amplifier
v  = A (va - vb)
thus e0 = A (e 2 - e0)
e0 = A e 2 -Ae0
Ae 2 =e0 + Ae0 =e0 (1 + A)
e 	 _ A	 _	 1
e 2 1 +A I+F
71
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(Re.ere. ce t.^12^1)
Cl =CL=C3 = C4 =	1200 pf 170	 Q1 =2N3954
C5 = 470 pf	 Q2 = 2N4024
C6 = 1000 pf	 03 = FM2484
R1 = R2= R3 = R4 = 332K f 1 76	 Q4 = ML20001
A5 = Select
R6= R7=40.2K
R8 = 16. 9K
R9 = 10 Meg
R10 = 510 11
R11=1K
R12 = 47K
R13= R14 = 2000
R15 = 4990
R16 = lOK
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Now consider the K network:
e 0






then K3 = K  e o
	- - - - ( 2)
Now consider the paral,.!l T network:
I cj	 G	 ell2
o---	 -----o
3








e l = ein	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -	 (3)
Substitute equations 1, 2, and 3 in the expression for G. which yields:
G= 
e o (1 +',)]-CKoeo]
[in - E o eo
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e
Solving for e °	 yields:
in
e Q -	 1
e.to	 o	 o )
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
	 (4)
The transfer function for G as given in "Feedback Control System Analysis
and Synthesis" by D'Azzo + Houpis (page 577) is:
G = 1 U^ R2 C2
1 -w 2 R 2 C +j4RCw
which reduces to:
1 - Z. 7 2 S2
G- —	 2	 - - - - - - - - - - -
1 + K 1 T 7 S - T7 S
Substituting equation : into 4 yields:
1 - T72 S2
+ 1 + K I T 7S - T7 2 S21 + (1-Ko ) K 1 T 7 S - T 7 ` S
1 + K 1 T 7 S - T 7 2 S 2 \
K2
the form of A = —2






e o	1 - T7 2 S2
Closed Loop Gain =
e in	 1 +(I - Ko) KITTS - T72S2
for values used:
T7 = RC = (332K) (1200 pf)
T 7	 = 3. 32 x 10 5 x 1. 2 x 10 -9 = 3. 98 x 10-4
T 7	 = 398 µsec.
_	 1	 _ 0. 1592
f	 2n RC	 398 µsec. = 400 Hz
K I = 4
R^ 	 _ IOK
K  R R	 IOK + 499 - 0. 953
K2 = (1 + Ko ) K 1 = (1 - 0. 953) (4) = 0. 188
I - T 2 S2
Closed Loop Gain =
	 7	 2 2 1 - - - - - - - - 
-(6)
•	 1 +K2 T 7 S- T7 S j
_.1
= 0.? 88 = 0. 094
From "Feedback Control Systems Analysis and Synthesis", page 294













Ideally, attenuation at 400 Hz = — oo.
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Figure 78 is a plot of measured test data of the 400 Hz Notch Filter
Frequency Response. Using equation No. 6, page 127, as the transfer
characteristic for the 400 Hz filter, a computer derived frequency
response was run. The results are tabulated on page 131, for
K2 = . 188, T7 = . 398 x 10- 3
 and S = j w . Note that in the computer
print out, page 131, that "E-X" is read as "ten to the minus X, " i. e. ,
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395 - 1297:74 —17*  71 47
397 7.6£ 496 E-2 —22.2542
399 2.-36114 E-2 —32.4894
400 3.01106 E-3 —50.3509
411 2.95677 E-2 —3'7.54:14
403 8-22221 E-2 —21.6681




451 *783035 —2. 1212_ 4
500 0922889 —.695979
70n -987529 -- 108343
1011 099612 —3.45896 E-2
1851 -9990793 —7.87329 E-3
2461 -999509 —4.26715 E-3
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5.5	 Variable Low Pass Filter and Buffer
The Variable Low Pass Filter determined the upper
frequency response or bandwidth of the waveform channel. Figure
79 illustrates the schematic of the filter, and of the buffer which drives
it. Q1 through Q4 of the filter acts simply as a switch. Note that they
are utilized in the inverted mode in order to reduce the saturation
resistance and offset.






in	 1 + T S
where T is a function of which switch (transistor) if any is closed.
Table I illustrates the five possible conditions.
TABLE 1
VARIABLE LOW PASS FILTER BANDWIDTH CONTROL
Bandwidth '	 T	 Switch Status
Hz	 Sec	 Q1	 Q2	 Q3	 Q4
4 T1 = 40 x 10 -3 open open open closed
8 T2 = 20 x 10 -3 open open closed open
16 T3 = 10 x 10 -3 open closed open open
32 T4 = 5.0 x 10 -3 closed open open open
64 ,	 T, = 2. 5 x 10- 3 open open open open
















Cl = C2 = 0. 018 µf	 Q1' thru Q4 = FM3300
C3 =	 0. 056ILf	 R1 = 137K
C4 =	 0. 12 µf	 R2 thru R5 = 43K
C5 =	 0. 27 4f
+sr
XT
t1 = R3 = R5 = R7 = 91K	 01 thru04=ML 20001
R2=R4=R6=R8=R9=43K
FIGURE 79.	 tipVariable Low Pass Filter and Buffer Schematic
MA
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5.6	 Gain Change and Fixed Gain Amplifiers
Figure 81 is a detailed schematic diagram of both the
Gain Change and Fixed Gain Amplifiers. Figure 82 is a simplified
equivalent circuit. Q1 is a matched pair of N-channel field effect tran-
sistors used in a differential amplifier circuit to optimize the thermal
stability of the bias current. Resistors R4 and R5 are selected to
equalize the drain currents in Q ? . Q 1 has a nominal voltage gain of
2. 5 and drives differential amplifier Q3 and Q4. Q3 and Q4 are selected
for matched characteristics for maximum bias point temperature
stability. The voltage gain of Q3 and Q4 is nominally 400. Isolation
amplifier Q5 is operated in the emitter follower mode and has essentially
unity gain. The open loop gain, being the product of the gains of the
individual stages, is nominally 10 3 . Closed loop gain is determined
by the ratio of R 1 1 to the parallel combination of R7 and R8 when
control transistor Q2 is ''off", and by the ratio of R11 to the parallel
combination of R7, R8, R9, and R10 when the control transistor Q2
is "on". R14, Cl, R 15, and C2 form a filter network that prevents high
frequency oscillations inherent in high gain amplifiers. The gain
change amplifier is characterized by a very high input impedance,
low output impedance, stable gain change, and very good gain stability
over the temperature range of -15 0C to +600C.
5.6. 1	 Gain Change Amplifier
Refer to Figure 82. The gain is determined
by the feedback resistors RI  and the parallel combination of R7 through
R10.
In the Low Gain State, S1 is opened which
removes R9 II R10 thus the gain is given by:
Rll
R7 1) RI. Gain Low= 1 +
Typical values are:
R11 = 40. 2K
R7 If R8 = 40.2K
R9 it R10 = 2.23K
GainLow = 1 + 40 ^ = 1 + 1 = 2
Gain Low= 2.0
5'*4-
Page 136. q 11	 ^i- (b t^
t20V
	
i?2	 Q3 	 /z	 A)
^	 0¢
(4)
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RU ^,^°oe i n ^)	 S
	
44	 R5	 AD/ 6
	
iQ/	 a R7
+2. 5V	 '^D *	 Rye




C2 = 1000 pf
01 = ZN3954
02 = FM3300
03 = Q4 = ML20001
05 = FM2484
R1 = 22 Meg
R2 = R3 = 47. 5K
R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R9 , R 13 , R 16 = Select
R8 =RI I  = 40. 2K
R10 = 2. 37K




R18 = 4. 64K
Figure 81







, I1	 1_ t'- jbl0
Pase 137.
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In the high gain state, S1 is closed which places R9
	
R10 in
parallel with the parallel combination of R7 and R8. Thus the ex-
pression for high gain is:
R11
GHigh = 1 + R7 (^ j R8 11 RT ._RM
Let the parallel combination of R7 through R10 = RT
R T -	 +	 + 1 I +	 I = 2.11kC
M. A8 ^ X10
GHigh = 1 + R 
11	
=1 . + 90---^^ = 1 + 19
T'
	
GHigh = 20. 0	 i
Note that transistor Q2 in Figure 81 is
used as S1 to change the gains.
5.6.2	 Fixed Gain Amplifier
The operation of the Fixed Gain Amplifier
is the same as the Gain Change Amplifier except the S1 is alwa , s open.
Note that Q2, R9. R10, and R17 are missing from the Fixed Gain Amplifier
Ci rcuit, thus.the gain is fixed.
The expression for the gain reduces to:
_	
Rll
GFixed 1 + TIT I  8)-
where R7 = 120K
R8 = 4.64K
R11 = 40.2K
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5.7	 Output Amplifier
Figure 83 depicLE,
 the output amplifier configuration
as used in the Waveform Channels. The +2. 5v supply that biases Q1
also set ­
 the output resting level through resistors R4 and R5, to
+2. 5v t 0.02v. The operation of Ql, Q2, and Q3 is identical to that of
the gain change amplifier. The output stage, Q4 05, utilizes a
complementary push-pull circuit to minimize the quiescent bias current
yet provides relatively high power output. Diodes CR1 and CR2 establish
the bias point for Q4 snd Q5. Diodes CR4 and CR5 limit the output voltage
swing to +6.5 and - 0. 5v. CR3 protects the base - emitter junction of
Q4 against large signal excursions. Capacitor Cl limits the high
frequency response for amplifier stability. The function of capacitor
C2 is to decrease the output impedance of the amplifier at high frequencies
in order to increase the response to load transient. The spacecraft
telemetry commutator appears as a transient load with some capacity.
To minimize telemetry error, this external capacity must be charged
or discharged to the same voltage as that of the amplifier within a
speci : ied period of time. C2 increases the transient load response of







	Pa ge 14 0.	 H - I b ^'
0)
- -o A 20
Rc	 R3	 U3) t^v
RI	 0r
ho)	 ,^^ a 61 R4	 x	 R12
CRS













Cl = 220 pf
C2 =.39 9
R1 = R2 = 47. 8K
R3 = 22. 1 K
R4 = 39. 2K
AS = lOK
R6, R7 = select
R8 = 22 meg
R9 = 49.9K
R10 = 82K
R11 = 3. 6K
R12 = 1. 8K
Q1 = ZN3954
02 = 03 = 05 = ML 20001





5.8	 1850 Hz Low Pass Filter
Figure 84 illustrates the detailed schematic diagram of
the 1850 Hz Low Pass Filter. Figure 85 is a simplified equivalent
circuit. In Figure 85 the input ein passes through the RC filter network
into a unity gain amplifier (A) which is used as a follower. The output
of the amplifier is fed back into the filter network via Cl. The transfer
function is described as follows:











V 1 (2G + SC 1) + e2 (-G) = e l G + e0 SC 1
V 1 (-G ) + e2 (G + SC 2 ) = 0
(2G + SC I ) (0) - ( -G) (e l G + e0 SC 1 )
e2
 = (2G + SC I ) (G + SC 2 ) - (-G) (-G)
But e 2 = e 0 , thus
e l G2 + eo SCI G






- I I	 !	 I	 t	 I.
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C 1 = 3000 pf
C2 = 750 pf
R I = R 2 = 57.6K
Figure 85
Equivalent Circuit of 1850 Hz Low Pass Filter
(O










1 + (2C 2 R) S + (C
l C 2 R 2) S.7.
We want this in the form
1 + K 1 T 1 S + T 1 2 S 2
1+ 2CT I S : T 1 2 S 2
thus 2C T 1 = 2C2R
T 1 2 =C 1 C 2 R2
T 1 =	 C 1 C 2 R2




2C T 1 = K 1 T 1 = 2C2R
2C2R




V C 1 C2
2C R	 2C2
C1 2 R	 C1 2
G =	 1
1 + K 1
 T 
1 
S ar T 1 S2
ko`







C 1 	=	 3000 pf	 R = 57.6K
C 2 	-	 750 pf
C 1 C 2 =	 (3, 000)(750) = 1500 pf
T 1 	=	 (1, 500 pf) (57. 6K) = (1. 5) (10 9 ) (57. 6) (103)






159.. IxIG	 1, 850 KHz
1	 86. 4 x 10 6	 86.4
2 (750)	
= 
1500K 1 =	 -^^—	 1 0 = 1. 0
K 1 	 1. 0
2C	 =	 K,^ = Kl = 1 = 0.5
1	 2 _f
from Feedback Control System Analysis and Synthesis, page 294, the
overshoot is 1. 25 db.
R0 6d-164
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gain of the	 1
circuit	 =
1 + T I S+T1 S
Where T 1 = 86. 3 x 10 -6
 seconds.
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 (1)
Equation 1 is the transfer equation shown in Figure 9A, page 16, to
describe the characteristics of this filter. The tabulation listed below
is a computer print out of the Theoretical Frequency Response based on
Equation 1. The result is also plotted out on page 147, Figure 86.
030 F 22 S A.:CH COIL
195"1 Hr LTJ PASS F ILTEr^
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2 13 1•30)j)6 0
50 1 .()31137 0
1110 1 * (,)1147 ait
201 1.'337586 -35
4(3 V3 1.01232 02
51 13 1.0359 -31
7^0 1 .06812 .57
8-131 1 •11 8642 .72
1f1?10 1912336 1.011
11303 1.13901 1.13
120111 1 . 1 5^^21 1-21





2461 .6,`.69-%J 1 -3.78
3 .700 . 43?OM 7 - 7.28
400-J .?_32957 -12.64
5,3013 0144821 -16.76
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Frequency, KHz
Figure 86

















The Spectrum Analyzer consists of seven bandpass
amplifiers per axis. The bandpass ampliVersj differ only in the value
of the capacitors Cl, C2, C4 and C5 used to set the center frequencies.
A detailed schematic diagram of the bandpass amplifier is shows,
in Figure 87. Figure 88 is a simplified equivalent ci: suit diagram.
TI-e bandpass amplifier consists of a D-C coupled
negative feedback amplifier with a bridge T filter in the feedback loop.
The input coupling network, consisting of Cl, R1, C.2 anu the amplifier
input impedance is parallel with R3, provide a low Q bandpass filter.
At the resonant frequency of the feedback network, negative feedback
in a minimum, that is, the amplifier gain at at maximum, and the desired
bandpass frequency is achieved.
For Filter No. 1:
where




R2 	 ZO. 5K
G=-- SC = -,^—	 G1 = R
	
J	 C	 2,
V 5 (G + SC) + e 2 (-SC) = G ein














Cl =C2 =C4 =C5 = 0. 22 µf (10 Hz)
0. 1 µf (22 Hz)
0.0 ',7 µf (47 Hz)
0.022 µf (100 Hz)
0. 01 µf(216 Hz)
0.0039 µf (550 Hz)






































I (G+ SC) (Gain)
t	 - SCe2	=	 (	 ) i O
	
+	 -(- SC ) (KG + 2SC )




ein	 KG + 2 SGC + SKGC + S C
e 2	 SCR





ee	 ^-+ K RC
	








1	 (To ) S
•in	 1 + VI Td S + To S	 ^










gain of 1 at Filter	 = 0.28 To S










T O 	=	 1.61 milliseconds
f	 z	 1	 =	 .16160160	 = 100 Hz
o	 ^o	 7r.-n - w —I. F
From equation 1 the denominator is:
1 + 4.15 T S+ T 2S2
0	 0
factoring reveals roots of 3.82 and 0. 365
Thus equation 1 becomes
e2	 0.28 T 52 S
eia	 - (1 + 3. 8Z T °)
	
+ 0.
l gat f0	 =-T----
0
f'	 =	 1	 =	 f°	 =	 2.74 f
a	 2n T° .	 0
= 274 Hz




















then e 3 _..^ e 2
gain	 =	 eout	 =	 eout
e 2	 e3
V4 (KG + 2SC) + e 3 (-SC) = e  SC
V4 (- SC) + e 3 (G + SC) = e  G
where G = R 3 = 806K
R =
	 =and K = 3	 806	 121R4
Note that eo is the independent
variable since it h^-s a very
low source impedance (i.e.
the output Z of the amplifier)
while e3 has a very high load Z.
11 U 68-164
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(KG + 2SC)	 (eo SC)
(- SC)	 (eo G)
e 3 	=
(KG + 2SC)	 (-SC)
(- SC)	 (G + SC)
•	 e3	 (KG + 2SC) (G) _ (-SC) (SC)
e	 -	 G +S2 C) (G + S - -	 -0
1 +? I --R7 C  S + RC 2S2
1fK l y/ 1{






e3 _ 1 + 
2
ff To S + To S2
e0	 1 + 2+K T o S + To  S2
V K	 r
K	 -	 121
V K =	 1 121	 - 11
I
for 100 Hz filter
RC	 _	 (806K) (.022 µ)	 = 1.61 cosec
^ T 0	 -	 K	 -	 11
f	 =	 1 _	 =	 0.16	
=	
+ 160	
= 100 Hz	 f






—r= _ —2	 0.182
v^
2+ K	 =	 2+ 121	 123	 11.2
K	
11	 ^.^
e_ =	 1 + (0. 182) To S + Ta 2 S 2







Gain of _ 1 + 11 . 2 ToS + T o 2S2
filte r
 2	 1 + 0. 182 To +o S
------ (2)
factoring the numerator Y + 11. 2 X + 1 X 2 yields roots of 11 and 0.1.
thus:












9. 1 Hz	 100 Hz	 1 KHz
l
0. 1 ToS)	 20 db/decade
.._	 0 db
d
1	 Yields these two curves:









the circuit thus: --- -- 
_	 f -
	 - - - .+12 db
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RO 68-164
t S n 0. 182	 S• 0.091, from Feedback Control Systems Analysis
and Synthesis", page 294 C = 0. 10, db s +14. Thus the total effect




















The overall gain at fo equals the gain of Filter No. 1 plus the
gain of Filter No. 2.
Gain n (-11 db - 11 db) + (+14 db + 20 db) _ +12 db
12db*3.9811 or 4.0.
Thus the overall gain of the bandpass Filter at fo = 4. 0.
5.10 Peak Detector and Detector Dump
RO 68-164
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Figures 89 and 90 are detaiiid schematics of the
peak detector and the dump circuit. Figure 91 is a simplified schematic.
In Figure 91 an input signal (e n) is AC coupled to R3 and the input I ofAmplifier A. CR1 serves to iimit the peak value of this signal to
63.2 volts p-p. (+ 2.6V + V diode). Amplifier A causes point 2 to
"follow" positive value only (because of CR2) of signal at point 1.
C2 and R7 form a large time constant network that serve to hold the
peak positive output value of the amplifier. T (R7 8 C2) s 10 seconds.
CR3 and S1 form a dump circuit. Sits momentarily closed thus discharging
C2. S1 is closed once every seven time periods giving C2 six time periods
to acquire data. Response time constant is less than 3 milliseconds.
The D.C. characteristics of the peak detector is as shown.
Bout	 z
Ideal
detector	 slope = 1.0
0
	
	 ein' Peak volts
EA
The value of the offset voltages E A is given by:
E =
	
V on (C R2)
A	 AOL
Where ADi open loop voltage gain of amplifier A.
The slope thereafter is 1 - 1 ( i.e. the closed, gain of a follower amplifier
with open loop gain A). The §pen loop gain A can be considered larger
than 1, 000
thus EA is less then
 1000to 	 " 0.6 my
and the linearity of the output to input signal is better then 0. 1 1/6.
The dump circuit drives three peak detectors simultaneously thus the
pressence of CR4 and CRS in Figure 91.
I f











R1 =R4 = R7 =R10 =R13 =R16 =R19 =5.6K
R2=R3=R5 = R6=R8 = R9 = RII = R12=RI'	 : 5=817= RIB = R2 0=R21 =
SIK
01 = 03 = Q5 = Q7 = 09 =Q11 =Q13 "'M 3AO


























Simplified Letector and Dump Circuit
1





The Spectrum Commutator, Figures 92 and 93, consists
of seven (7) voltage controlled switching amplifiers driving a common
output amplifier. Each switch is turned on in sequence, and the gating
arrangement is such that only one (1) switch may be "on" at any one
time. The data input to the switching amplifiers is provided by the
peak detectors. To insure no loading of this output, high impedance
	
•	 FET's are employed for the input stage. Control of the switching
amplifier Q1 is provided by diode CR1. If the control voltage is 6v
or greater the transistor is biased off. Clamping CR1 to ground via
the commutator gating circuit allows Ql to function as a linear amplifier.
The output amplifier, including the 11 on" operation of Q1, functions
the same as the output amplifier used in the Waveform and Wideband
Channels. The major difference is that seven (7) input stages are
tied in parallel and sequentially turned "on" and "off" by a gating circuit.
The input switches, Q1 to Q7, are matched pair N
channel FET's. Their output offset is further reduced to zero with
select source resistors. All drains are connected in parallel to the
second stage PNP differential amplifier Q8 and Q9. Low output
impedance is achieved by the complementary NPN-PNP emitter follower.
The commutator gain of 2 is derived from feedback resistors R29
and R30.	 A _ RZI 9 + R30	 = 100K + 100K	 _ 2
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R1 =R4 =R7 =R10 =R13 =R16 = R19 =1500
R2 = R5 = R8 = R11, R14, R17, R20 = Select
$3 =R6 =R9 = R12 =R15 = R18 =R21 =76.8K
122 = R25 = 73. 2K
R23 = l OK C 1 = 1. 0µf
IR24 = 62K C2 = 220 pf
R26 = 100K Q 1 thru 07 = ZN3954
R27 = 1. 8K 08 = Q9 = ML 20001
R28 = 3. 6K Q 10 = FM 2484
R29 - R30 = l OOK
Figure 92
















5.12 SCO Low Pass Filter
Figure 94 is a detailed schematic diagram of the SC`J
Low Pass Filter. Figure 95 is a simplified equivalent circuit, which
is useful in the description of the circuit. The input (e,,) passes
through the RC filter network into a unity gain amplifiei P(A) which
is used as a .follower. The output of the amplifier is fedback into
the filter network via Cl. The transfer function is described as
follows:
Assume the input impedance of A s Infinity
the output impedance of A = Zero.
G1	 V1	 020 i Q--	 e2
T C
ein = e 1
V1 (G1 + G2 +0 3  + SC) + e2 (-G2) = e l G 1 + e0 SC
V1 (-G2 ) + e 2 (G2 + SC) = 0
e0 = e2 = ( G1 + G 2 + ^3 + SC) (0) - ( -G 2) (el G 1 + e0 SC)
(G1 + G2 + G3 + SC) (G2 + SC) - (-G2) (-G2)
e l G 1 G2 + e0 SC GL
e0 •
G2 G 1 + G2 G 3 + SCG2 + SCG 1 + SCG2 + SCG3 + S C
e0 ( G1 G 2 + C'2 G3 + SCG 1 + SCG2 + SCG3
 
+S2 C Z)  = aICIG2
:	
G1 G2


































G1 G„/(G 1 G I + G 2 G3,
1 + Sc r G I ^ G 2 + G 3 + S2
G 1 G2 + G2 3
r	 2
C
This is in the form of
°0 _ _ Al
e l - 1 + K 1 T I S + (T,) Z g
R I a 100K, G1 =1x 10 - 5
R 2 = 34K, G2 = 2.96 10-5
R 3 = 53. 6K, G3 = 1.82 10-5
C = .0047µ C = 47 x 1010
A =	 C'1 G2	 = — 1 -- i	 1
1 G 1
 G2 + G2 3	 1 + G 3 	 T+ 1:8
1





(T 2 	 C2	 s C2 R1)
	 G1 G 2 + G2 5-3—	 G1 G3
T1 = C	 R 2 	 a C1 34 10	
= CF12.05 X 108
	
G . + 3	 2.82 10-
T 1 = C _y 12.05 X 10 8 = (C) (3.47) 104
T 1 = (.0047) (3.47) 10 -6 104 = (47) (3.47) 10-6
T 1 = 163 X 10
-6 
= 0. 163 X 10-3








	 G1 2 + G2 G3
-6) X ^0047) (10	 1+2.96+1.82	 I
It
(. 	-- -----1 X 2.96 + 2.96 X 1. 82 X 10 -5
K	 .0047 10 -1	 X S.78
1	 1	 .




K n 47 X 5.78_ _ s 2
1	 162
	 8.4
2 n K10	 C n 1
Thus 	 0 n 	 1	
---•--------•----^-----(1)
=1 1 + K 1 T 1 S + TI S
Whe y a A I n 0.34
KI n 2
T n 163 X 10 -6 sec.
1
Equation .l is the transfer equation shown in Figure 10, page 21, to
describe the characteristics of this filter. The tabulation listed on
page 172 it a computer print-out of the Theoretical Frequency Response
based on Equation 1. The result is also plotted out in graph form
on page 173, Figure 96.
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FIGURE 96
SCO LOW PASS FILTER
7HEORETICAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
.Ra 6 8- 16 4
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S. 13	 Subcarrier Oscillator (SCO)
Figure 97 is a complete schematic of the SCO. Figure 98
Is a simplified schematic of the SCO. The SCO consists basically of
a free running multivibrator composed of switching transistors Ql
and Q2, current sources I1 and I2, and timing capacitors C 1 and C2.
Figure 99 if^ a timing diagram showing the voltage waveform within the
SCO. The output voltage is a square wave which later has its upper
harmonics filtered and rejected by a wideband telemetry filter. The
frequency of the output signal is dependent upon T1 and T2 which in
turn are dependent upon current sources Il and I 2 . I1 and 12 are both
made to vary simultaneously about their quiescent value by an amount
proportional to the instantaneous value of the input signal voltage.
Thus, the frequency of the output varies about its quiescent value
(center frequency) by an amount proportional to the instantaneous value
of the input signal voltage. The change in output frequency per volt
of input signal is termed modulation index. The requirements of a
high performance SCO are: High stability of the center frequency,
high stability of the modulation index, and linearity of the modulation
index over a full dynamic range. This stability is with regard to changes
in temperature (-15 to +55 oC), power supply voltages, and component
variations. The SCO should be designed such that the center frequency
and modulation index can be easily and quickly set up or trimmed to
their proper values. The SCO shown in Figure 97 yielded actual center
frequency stability on production units for temperature changes from
-15 0C to +55 0C as follows:
40 KHz: f
o/25 oC = 40, 142, drift = 129, stability = t0. 
165.7
52.5 KHz: fo/250C - 50, 255, drift = 	 %135, stability = f0. 14
70 KHz: f
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(16)






C2 CRS	 CR3	 A6
	
I^r R4r C;	 R5	 VC0






-<,V(8) Uz)	 04) Q) 6RD
(Reference W4546)
Cl = select
C2 = C3 = 'select
C4 = 10.000 pf
01 = Q2 = 2N2945
03 = 04 = FM2484






R7 = RIO -. 6. 8K
R8 R9 = 12. 4K
R11 = 220K































01 off; Q2 on _ __	 01 on; 02 off
02 Collector	 T= R2 C2
AV=  12 V	
._---
+6V
Slope =- AV — 	 Constant
Given by e = 1 J i dtC
0 V ^ 	T. a -V^— 	 C
T 1 + T2 = T3
1
T3 = -----
where f is in the frequency of oscillation of the SCO.
Figure 99
SC O Timing Diagram
19A
E
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V be Reverse Voltage of Q 1 and Q2
As can be seen in Figure 99, during time period T 1 , Q l is
off, and yet Vbe is reversed biased up to 12V. The 2NZ945 was chosen
for 01 and Q2 because its reversed Vbe is specified at 20V. Most
silicon transistors exhibit Vbe reverse values of 5V. These transistors
could be used if AV was designed to be less than 5V, but the larger
the AV, the better the stability, since d V is composed of the supply
voltages less the 0 1 and Q2 on voltages. The variation of Q 1 and Q2's
on voltage is relatively fixed. It therefore, has less overall drift effect
as AV is increased (by increasing the power supply voltages). The
limit of increasing AV is given by the V be breakdown (less a safety
factor). In this case AV was chosen by ' 2V.
Turn Off Time (Q 1 - Q2)
For SCO operat,on in the 70 KHz region the period T 1 in
Figure 99 is approximately 7 microseconds. Thus switching and
delay storage times must be very short, and they must not vary
appreciably with temperature. For 0. 1 17/6 stability the variation in
total transistion time must be less than 7 nano seconds over the total
temperature range. In SCO'R used on OGO-E and before, the circuitry
was suc,L that 0,1 and Q2 saturated when turned on, but saturated
transistors exhibit stc. age time delays of about 1 niicrosecc zd, and
these delays are very temperature dependent. in this SC O (OGO-F)
anti-saturation diodes were added as sho /n in Figure ' 00. The diode
was pre-selected so that its on voltage was always less than the Vbe on
voltage of Q1. The emitter to collector voltage (Vice on) is, then, the
difference between (V diode 01.1 ), and ( V be on)- It is approximately
100 to 200 millivolts. This difference (V Ce on) is relatively constant
with temperature since as (V diode on) increases so does V be . Both
increase at the rate for silicon junctions, about 2. 2 millivolt/degree C.
CR1 -^,.nd CR2 have been pre-selected from all diodes used in the in-
strument for lowest Von at I = 100 µa.
Current Sources I 1 and I2
Frequency stability s also dependent upon the DC s'ability of
Il and I2. Figure 101 is a schematic of the I1 and 1 2 current sources.
The quiescence (T)C) value of I1 is given by:
I1 = IR8 I bQ 3
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V2 and R8 are quite stable. VeQ3 is stablL- also if &VBEQS =AV BE03
The larger V2 becomes. the less the effect of changes in VeQ3.
Thus, R8 and R9 should be returned to a large negative
voltage. In OGO-F it is -6V DC. In subsequent units it should be -20V DC.
Center frequency is trimmed by adding two resistors in series with R8 and R9.
I= --^^- and 0 I	 = I c
03 Base	 fe	 Q3 Base Hfe
( Ic - I1)
Hfe i s in the order of 300 and for -15 0C to +55 0C can vary as
much as 50%. Hfe becomes lower as temperature drops. Test data
indicates that frequency drift per degree C was much larger below OoC
than above +400C which probably was due to the decrease of Hfe with
temperature. For future design the effect of dynamic collector to
emitter resistance, ho should not be overlooked. Most of the frequency
drift present in the SC3 can be considered to be dependent upon Hfe changes
in Q 3 and Q4 with temperature.
In future design perhaps a FET can be used for I 1 and I2.
Modulation
Input eir, varies currents Il and I2 simultaneously, thus changing T1 and T2
in Figure 99 which changes the instantaneous frequency (i. e. , FM modulation).
Modulation of f 15% (I t 0. 15 I) due to ein is achieved with good linearity.
In new SCO module designs, point P should be brought out so that a DC
voltage can be applied and frequency deviation can be set up with a f*t^uency
counter (by varying R4). At present a calibrated frequency discriminator
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5.14 SCO Ou,put Amplifier
Figure 102 shows the schernatic diagram and parts list
for the SCO output amplifier. The amplifier sums the three SCO
outputs and provides a low impedance output to the spacecraft special
purpose telemetry. The gain of the amplifier is 0. 33 for any one signal
or 1 for the sum of three such that the summed signals will be within
5 volts peak to peak.
Transistor Q 1 is a common emitter amplifier followed
by transistor Q2, a ground base stage for high frequency characteristics.
The output stage is a complementary PNP-NPN emitter follower stage
for dynamic output impedance and to conserve quiescent power.
The modulated input signals of 40K Hz, 52. 5K Hz, and




The gain is characterized by the following equation:
a 	 - RSG = e
x
 aaz -y '	 R
If R3=R5 =RIO = R11 = IOK=R
Then	 G = IOK = 1
IOK
Capacitors C3, C4, Cb and C9 are for neutralization to obtain a flat frequency
response to greater than several hundred kilohertz.
Decoupling network of RI - Cl, and R 2 - CZ are employed
on the t 5 volts supply line to prevent the SCO frequencies from entering
the s;rstem and causing noise problems.








Q2 = 44 = ML20001
03 = FM3 300
RI = R2 = 100 ohm







SCO OUTPUT AMPLIFIER SCHEMATIC
4
r () f, H - 1 6 4
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5.15	 Waveform Mode Switch
Figure 1 J3 shows a detailed schenatic
of the waveform mode switch. Figure 104 shows a simplified schematic
of the waveform mode switch. On Figure 104 the two inputs E a and Eb
drive gates of field effect transistors Q A and QB.
Only one of the transistor pairs is ON at any
one time. The other transistor pair is in the cut-off state. The state
of the transistor pairs is determined by transistor switch S1. S1 can
either be in position A or in position B. Switch S1 is controlled by the
logic control input voltage which swings between 0 and + 5 volts DC. As
shown S1 is connected to point A and field effect pair Q1 is energized.
Field effect pair Q2 has no return to -6 volts for its source, thus, + 20V
passing through R18 tends to drive the source of the field effect transistor
pair Q2 positive with respect to +2. 5 volt reference. This effectively
puts pair Q2 into the cutoff region. When S1 is in position B, Ql
is cut off in a similar fashion, thus only one pair of FET's drive
current i .to drain resistors R 4 and R 5 . The signal, then, is
amplified by amplifier A,and the out -ut is fed back into Q1 and QZ's other
gates simultaneously. The overall ffect is that of a follower amplifier
with unity gain. Essentially,the circuit is equivalent to a single pole
double throw switch connecting either point Ea directly to E o or connecting
Eb to Eo. Ea and E b see a high input impedance at all times. There is
a low output impedance seen looking back into output point Eo. As the
module stands alone, points Ea and E b which are pins 17 and 18 on
module W4524 have no gate resistors to ^ 2. 5 VDC. When this module
is connected in the blivet assembly, these inputs oee a minimum of 22 Mega
to +2. 5V (AC ground), the 22 Meg resistors are located in the Fixed Gain
Amplifiers.
Refer to the detail schematic, Figure 103, you
will notice that at the output line there is a capacitor C2 ,) -6V by passing
R10. It is recommended that in the future this capacitor be returned
to ground not to -6V. At-present any high frequency noise on the -6V
line couples through C2 to the output. When testing this module, during
module test, or during engineering evaluation, the input soul ce impedance
that the input gates see should be low. Inputs should be AC coupled into
the gates with a generator impedance below the order of 1OK. Otherwise,
residual oscillations may be present. When this circuit is in the blivet,
although there is a net 22 meg D. C. impedance to ground at one gate
the AC impedance is quite low. It is driven by the variable low
pads filter which always has a capacity of .018 µf to ground. Ths-- .ether
input is driven from the output of the fixed gain amplifier which hac a













C2 = 1000 pf
Q1 = 02 = ZN3954
Q3 = ZN4024
04 = 05 = FM 2484
(Reference W4524)
R1, R2o R3, R6 o R7, R8 =Select
R4 = R5 = 45. 3K
R9 = 20K
R10 = 62K
R11 = R14 = 43K
R12 = R15 = 91K
R13 = R16 = 51K














VBQ1 +20V T1 = R1 11112 x Cl
4. 3V




The Impulse Latch circuit diagram is shown in detail in
Figure 105. The Impulse Latch Circuit is used to interface the five
ground impulse command signals. The signals are Waveform Gain
Change, Spectrum Gain Change, Mode Change, SCO On-Off, and IFC
On-Off. Resistor- capacitor network (RI-Cl) at the input affords
impedance isolation and forms a 16 millisecond delay circuit that








When R1 is connected to ground, via the spacecraft command relay,
capacitor Cl begins to charge. After approximately 16 milliseconds,










R3=R4 = 1 Meg
R5 thru R10 = 51-K
Cl = 1µf
C2 = . 0015µf
Q1 = ZN2945
02 = 03 = Q4 = FM2484




IMPU.'.SE LATCH SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
7	 '
N\




RI x20V +[20V- R	
t1 0 a '^
R1 + R2	 R1 + R2	 1
where C1 = 1µf
R1 = 10K
R2 = 100K
T, = R1 xR2xC1	 R1 + R2 =9.09x10-3
VBQ 1 = 4. 7v assuming Q 1 turns on with V be = -0. 3v
t
4.7 = 1.82 + (20-1. 82) a
t
2.9 = 1. 82 a fil
t
2 ' 9 - .16 =e 	 1
a	 1.82
t = -1.78 where T 1 = 9. 1 meet
T1
t = 1. 78 x 9. 1 cosec = 6 cosec
A 16 millisecond delay was chosen in order to allow the spacecraft
impulse command relay contacts to bounce for a period of 3 milliseconds
and to hold fol- at least 50 milliseconds.
Once Q 1 conducts, it triggers a monostable multivibrator, Q 2-Q 3.




























The IFC Attenuator is illustrated below, Figure 106,
in the simplified form. The IFC signal is produced for a period of
128 seconds of which the first 64 seconds is 3 millivolts peak to
peak and the second 64 second period is 30 millivolts peak to peak.
While the IFC signal is present for 128 seconds, it is the purpose
of the IFC attenuator to produce the proper amplitude signal at the
right time. In the actual circuit, Figure 107, S1 and S2 are
replaced by Q1-Q2 and Q3-Q4, respectively. In each pair of transistors
at any moment, one transistor is acting in an inverted mode and the
other in the conventional manner. The purpose of the pair is to
























R7 = RIO = 634 ohm
R8 = 61. 9K
R9 = 12. 1K
FIGURE 107
IFC ATTENUATOR SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
x
v^




When both S  and S2 are "open". the attenuation of the IFC
signal is:
1698	 RI x (R9 + RIO)
3	 RI +R9+RIO	 x	 R9+RIO	 391
R1 x (R9 + R10)	 R10
R1 +R9+R10
which yields an IFC signal in the order of 31 millivolts p-p from the
t 6v peak to peak signal from the IFC signal forming circuits.
When switch S1 closes (Q1-02 saturation resistance approximately
15 ohms) the equivalent circuit is:
12V P-Pc, —
	 av	 w ..	 — -	 62mv p-p








The Sync Amplifier is used to buffer the 2461 Hz sync
signal from the spacecraft. It also enables the power supply to meet
the interface requirements for this signal.
Figure 108 shows the sync amplifier circuit schematic.
The circuit utilizes a transformer coupled amplifier. The amplifiers
are a complementary pair which use the pre-regulated voltage (+22
volts) as their supply.
A square wave synchronization signal of 3 volts peak
to peak will sync the instrument's power supply. The input impedance










SYNC AMPLIFIER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
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5.19 Power Supply Converter
The operation of the converter is discussed under
three major headings: Turn On, Oscillation, and Synchronization.
Refer to Figure 109 for the discussion. Figure 110 is the detailed
circuit diagram of the converter Module, W4347.
Turn On
Upon turn on, +22 volts is applied to the emitter of Q 1 and
pin 2 of T1. Since the circuit has been off there is no voltage across
C6, hence Q1 turns on and drives current into the base of Q2,
turning Q2 on. While Q2 is holding pin 1 of T1 at essentially ground,
pin 3 of T1 is sent to twice B + ( +44 volts). This charges Cl to
+44 volts which is applied to the R3 -R4 network, thus a voltage
greater than + 22 volts appears at the base of Ql,which turns it off.
This insures a "sure start" of the converter circuit (Q 2-Q3).
Oscillation
The +44 volts appearing across pins 1 and 3 of TI are coupled
via the 9.05K resistors to pin 1 and 2 of T2 (the feedback winding)
of T2. This voltage at pins 1 and 2 of T2 induces a voltage at pins 5-6
and 6-7 of T2 such that pin 5 goes positive and pin 7 goes negative turning
on Q2 and holding off Q3. After a specified time the current in
the winding 1 -2 of T1 reaches a level such that T2 :s saturated,
is. (N12) (1 1
 ) S( NI saturation for ^'2) at which time the voltage
at pins 5 and26 of T2 drops to zero. This kills the base drive to 02,
and it starts to cut off. This removes the short to ground at
pin 1 of T1, causing the voltage at pin 1 to rise toward +22 volts
(and causing the voltage at pin 3 of T1 to drop toward + 22 volts).
This couples a step voltage of such polarity to the feedback winding
of T2 such that it removes it from saturation and couples a negative
voltage to pin 5 of T2 and a positive voltage to pin ". This cuts
off Q2 and turns 03 on. This state is maintained until the current 	 J
in pins 1 and 2 of T2 once again reaches a level to cause T2 to
saturate and the whole process is repeated over and over. Thus,
oscillation occurs.
Synchronization
The sync input signal couples currents into the sync winding
(pins 3-4 of T2) to aid or retard the feedback winding current such
that syncronization between the feedback winding voltage and the
sync voltage occurs. These two square waves are of the same
frequency but nominally at a phase difference of 90 °:
 is. , when
























































or)	 n)	 aw nv 	ao ry
(Reference W4347)






R8 = 3. 9K
C1=C6=1µf
C2thruC5=4.7µf
L1 = L2 = 280 µf
01 = ML20001
02 = 03 = 2N2033
FIGURE 110





5.20	 P-)wv r Supply Pre regulator
The power supply preregulator consists of a series
voltage regulator that provides stable operating voltage to the d-c
to d-c converter ensuring reliable operation. The circuit is relatively
straight forward, see Figure 111. CR3, a Zener diode, provides
the reference voltage to Q3, a differential amp:ifier, which drives
01 , 02, and 04. Voltage divider F7 and R9 is se lec..ed to set the output
voltage to +22.Ov d-c. The collector voltage supply, +43 volts, for 01
and 02 is provided by an isolated source which is higher than that
for 04. The higher potential allows 04 to operate at a low collector
voltage which minimizes power loss. Q4 is mounted on the housing
for heat dissipation.
In order to stay within the spacecraft's turn-on surge
current requirements, Capacitor C2 is introduced into the circuit.
The turn-an sequence is as follows: At time T=0 capacitor C2 has
zero volts across it and begins to charge up to 28 volts through F 1
and CR2, (7-: 3.3 cosec). Once C2 begins to charge, 01, Q2, and Q4
begin to pass voltage to the +22 volt output. Re call that the d-c to
d-c converter operates from this 22 volt output. The converter
begins to run and couples a voltage via T1 back to the preregulator.
It it retified by CR8-CR9, and again is applied to Capacitor C2. This
voltage ( +43 volts) backbiases CP2 and acts as Vcc for 01, Q2, and
03 as mentioned above. The full turn - on s-^ equence requires about
one second as illustrated below:
Typical Turn -On Current Surge































C1 = . 01µf
C2 = C4 = 3. 3 u,f
C3 = 0. 1 of
C5 = 4. 7 µfQ' = 02 = FM2484
03 = ZN4042
'q U 6 8- 1 64
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(Reference W4534)






R7 = I OOK









5.21 Power Supply Post Regulators
There are five post regulatcrs utilized within the power
supply. Of these, two are +20 volts and the rest are -20 volts, +6 volts,
and -6 volts, respectively.
The regulators provide regulation of the power provided
by the converter and reduces noise and ripple on the output lines. The
circuits are conventional series regulators with Zener reference diodes,
and differential error detection amplifiers that sense voltage variations
in the output lines. In each case transistors amplify the error signals
which drive Darlington connected pass transistors. The circuit of each







































R 1 = 470K
R2 = 5.6K
R3 = R5 = 100K
R4 = 30K
R6=R7=l0 ohms









02 = 03 = 2NZ907A
04 = 2N4024
CR3 = FCT 1121
1
FIGURE 114















R2 = 130K C2 = 22 µf
R3 = 30. 9K 01 = FM3300
R4 = 62K 02 = FM2484
R5 = 66. 5K 03 = 2N4042
R6 = 60.4K CR1 = FCT1121




















R3 = 30. 9K
R4 = 62K
R5 = 66. 5K
R6 = 60.4K
R7 = 7. 32K
R8 = 3.40K
R9 = Select ^	 w
FIGURE 116
-6 VOLT POWER SUPPLY POST REGULATOR
SCHEMATIC
L_ __ - - --J
'o
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
	
6. 1	 Search Coil Sensor
It is recommended that the shorting plug connector,
J243, be relocated such that the sensor will more easily slip into
and out of its thermo blanket.
The repairabiltL'y of the sensor would be greatly in-
creased if the basic sensor housing was larger in cross section. Of
course,this would have caused a slightly greater weight but this factor
would have not been proldbitive.
The coil bobbin could have been made of nylon or possible
molded plastic in order to achieve smooth side walls. This would have
eased the winding of the coils.
Integrate the heating element resistors of the proportional
heater into the preamplifier module to reduce the thermal resistance
between the preamplifier and the heater.
	
6.2	 4C0 Hz Notch Filter
Cl thru C4 and R1 thru R4 should have been purchased
as t 0. 1% components in order to achieve a sharper notch at 400 Hz.
See Figure 76, Page 123.
	
6.3	 Fixed Gain and Gain Change Amplifier
Change the module test spec so that the gain measure-
ments for the gain trim is made with DC input and output signals instead
of AC signals. The measurement of AC signals, to better than 176, is
very difficult. Time was wasted in module test trying to make these
AC measurements. The test set up should be as follows:
Module
?j r,
+ 20 Volt Power
SupplyI
^	 I






When eBias is changed from ground to + 2. 5 volt. etc.
the drive current into the base of 02 should he checked for sufficient
drive to turn Q2 (in the inverted mode) on HARD. IBase should equal
at least to Ic for inverted mode switching. See Figure 81, Page 136.
Note that IbQ2 = voltage at pin 3 minus the bias voltage at pin 12 divided
by R17.	 V3 • V.12
IbQ 2 =	 R17
Also note that R17 might have to be changed as the bias is changed and
that the voltage for cut off of Q2 at pin 3 is negative for a bias of gnd at
pin 12.
6.4	 Bandpass Amplifiers
A.	 Noise at Output
CR1 in Figure 87, Page 149, is a source of wideband
noise. The following illustration shows the equivalent output stage:
As shown el is a noise source contained within the +20 volt power supply
and e2 is a noise source in the zenor diode CR1. The gain, to these
noise sources, is quite high and they create noise voltages at eo if the
net gain around the amplifier feedback loop is less than unity at these
noise frequencies. In production units considerable noise above 10 KHZ was





recommended that an RC filter be added as shown:
+ 20V
	









Inability to trim gain at fo without alto changing fo's value.
A trim resistor should be inserted between 04 and R9 as shown: 	 j
e 0
Add R for gain trim
R = 2.2 KO t 2 KO
for a gain trim of t 516
—M — . M
R0 68-164
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However R9 mus: be changed to a 116 resistor and R must also be a
1% resistor.
	6.5	 Subcarrier Oscillator (SCO)
It is recommended that a new circuit design be adopted
for the current sources.
PRO POSED NEW SCO WITH HIGH STABILITY
Figure 11 I shows the proposed new current sources
Il and I2 . As shown, Q10-011 and Q14-Q15 are dual acting as differentail
amplifiers. Point M and N are servoed by the amplifier to zero volts
DC at all times. Thus Il and I2 are determined only by R10, R11, and
-20V. Notice that the changes in transconductance of 012 and 013 are so
that Q11 and Q14 have at least 2 volts drain to source bias. The modulation
input Ein circuitry functions similar to the present SCO. Test point P is
brought out for DC calibration of modulation index. The switching transistor
section of this proposed SCO can be identica: or similar to the circuit
for the present SCO. The Vb specification of a 2NZ945 is 35V, thus a greater
4V could be used but the gain'%and width of the transistor is lower. Of
course, the anti-saturation diodes as previously described on Page 178
must be used.
A second solution for generation of the constant current
source using less parts and afording a 22M 0 input ir . ipedance to the
modulation signed is shown in Figu. a 118. Note that a search coil could
be connected directly to the input.
	
6.6	 IFC Frequency Componentr
It is z ecommended that the IFC si gnal be reconstructed
using frequency components such that it will be mori evenly distributed
over frequency response of the instrument. Currently 401c of the IFC
spectrum is centered about 100Hz %Ath the remaining 6016 distributed
between 10 Hz and 1 KHz, according to the spectru: n channel output.
See Page 327.
	
6.7	 Spectrum Channel Indexing
It would he desirable to add one spectrum channel to be
used as an index or marker to the remaining seven chant .els. In the
event that the spectrum channel status is ever ,ost, there is currently
no way to know which spectrum channel the data •: epresants.
2^

































All of the Program's objectives %are met. The instrument
and sensors were designed, fabricated and successfully tested.
Despite highly compressed program schedules, the instrument,
sensors, and BTE were considered to be outstanding in quality and
performance. Only two MRB actions were required whereas numerous
MRB's are typical to most programs. Noteworthy to mention is the
fact that Marshall Laboratories' 000-F Search Coil Magnetometer
successfully passed all the Spacecraft Compliance and Environmental tests
at TRW without difficulty.
Marshall Laboratories, however, experienced functional problems
with delivered sensor-preamplifier assemblies, a discussion of
this follows:
Sensor serial numbers 1, 2, and 3 were inspected successfully,
tested, and delivered to JPL in May of 1967. Serial numbers 1 and 3
were returned to Marshall Laboratories on June 29, 1967 and July 5, 1967,
respectively for failure analysis.
Initial testing at Marshall Laboratories had revealed no failures
but subsequent testing disclosed an intermittent coil continuity. It
was deemed advisable at this point to recall serial number 2. Upon
recommend gion of ths coil manufacturer a thermal test of five cycleso
between -50 C and +70 C was performed. Tested were seven sensors
(including the breadboard sensor), one core and coil assembly and
two pairs of coils. This thermal testing revealed defective coils in
serial numbers 1, 3, and 4. Serial number 2, unaffected by the problem,
was returned to JPL. Serial numbers 5 and 6 were delivered in















OGO F 22 SEARCH COIL
MAINBODY ELECTRONICS
THEORETICAL FR EOUENCY RESPONSE.	 WIDEBAND TES1 POINT	 .
INPUT : 25MV	 _	 HIGH GAIN = 200
ROBERT J. NAHABIT
FREQUENCY 400 NOTCH 18501	 L-P- OVERALL GAIN OUTPUT
01 1 1 3.74986 9.37465 E-2
02 1 1 14920107 •.355017
05 1	 1.	 " 1 •, 64.6535 1 .61 634
1 10 1• 131.289 3.28223
2 1- 1- 176.86 4.4215
5 .999997 to 195.899 . 4.89748
10 .999989 1000001 198.959 4.97399
20 .999956 1.030016 199.742 4.99354
50 .0999715 1 o00037 199.975 4.99937
100 :998745 1 •001 47 200.032 500008
200 .99223 1•-00586 199.607 4.9901 7
300 .9517 1.01314 192.839 4.82098
350 ;817936 1-01783 1 66. 503 4. 1 6257
390 .257382 1.02207 52.6122 1.31531
398 5"02505 E-2 1.02297 10.2809 :2 5702 3
399 2.36114 E-2 1.02308 4.83127 .120782
400 3.01 1016 E-3 1 8232 - 61 618 1 - 54045 E -2
401 2.95607 E -2 1932331 6.04995 *151249
402 5.54823 E-2 1.02343 11.458' -286468
- 410 -256814 1.02435 52.6134 1931534
450
-783035 1.0292 161.184 4.02961
500 -922889 1 -0359 191-203 4.78007
600 .9'75519. 1,05097 2015.048 5@1262
800 - 992244 1908642 215-599 5.38997
10oA .99602 1 - 12336 223.778 5959446
1200 -95+'1526 l - i 50121 229.473 5.73AR2
1 590 -993548 `1 - 13512 226.694 5. 66735
1	 1850 .999093 -996848 1990199 4.97972'
2461 0999508 -646801 129.296 3.23241
30001
-999675 -4320187 86.3893 2. 1 5973
4000 -99992 -232957 46.583 1.16458
5000
-999886 9144821 28.9608 .72402
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This specification covers the elzcti • icslcheckout of the Main Body Electronics,
ML 337 -1,' Ou0 - F Tziaxial S.C. Magnetometer,




	 The following documents, of the p is: ue in effect on the date of
invitation for bids, form a part of this specification.
Drawings
Marshall Laboratories
Form ML 4-21 (7-67) Data Sheet
OGO-F Instrument Report
708000 OGO-F Wiring Inter face Diagram
706002 Main body Mechanical Configuration
708006 Functional Block Diagram
708401 BTE, Simulator Unit Schematic
708451 BTE, Monitor Unit Schema 'tc
708101 Waveform Blivet Schematic
708102 Spectrum Blivet
708103 Power Supply is Logic Blivet
708119 Electronic System Schematic
708100 Main Body Assembly
2.2	 Precedence of Governing Documents.	 Unless otherwise specified
when a require—m--e-n-1­67 an applicable drawing  is in conflict with
a requirement specified herein, the requirement specified on
the drawing shall apply.
REQUIREMENTS	 1
3.1	 Acceptable results are contigent upon the use of the r.,.^te:izl
and equipment as specified herein. Substitution of material
or equipme nt will not be allowed without prior written approval
of Marshall Laboratories Engineering and Quality Control Groups.
3.2	 Test E ui merit. The following test equipment, or equivalent,
s a be used to test the Msin ^ody Electronics.
A. Oscilloscope, Tektronix, wf -h type "W" plug in.
B. Power Supplies, Hewlett - Packard, Model HP721A.
C. Digital Voltmeter, 1 my resolution.
D. Function Generator, Hewlett-Packard, Model 3300A.
E. Function Generator, Wavetech.
F. Counter, Hewlett- Packard, Model 521A.
G. Breakout Boxes,ML52306, 50 pin, and ML 52321, 9 Pin.
H. BTE: Simulator Unit ML347-1
Monitor Unit ML348-1
Cables; 708490, 708491, 708492
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?103	 Special Test -EciulpMent. The following s pecial teit equipment




3.4	 Test Sr_eLuy. Test se:jps as noted.
	
3.5	 Remzrks:
3.5.1	 The Main Body Elect, onics shall be exercised per
this specification at -15 oC, + Z5 0C, ii-A + 55 0C except
paragraphs marked with an asterisk. Paragraphs
marked with in asterisk (*) will be performed only
at room te;mper,'sture. Paragraphs marked with a
double asterisk (#'.*-) will be performed only during the
initial test.





('^) 3.6.1	 Interface Impedance. Connect breakout boxes to
JI and J2 of the instrument. Measure and record
resistance (use Triplet 630 VOM ( On the X100 Scale
Only) as required in Table 1.
3.6.2	 Power Supply. Set up as shown in Figure 1.
3.6.2.1	 D. C. Variation of + 28 Volts. Monitor
+28 volt input with an external DVM
connected between " + 28 " and " + 28 R
on the monitor unit. Monitor 22 volt
prereguator output between " + 22V
and " +28 R ". Measure and record as
shown in Table 2.
*) 3.6. X2.2	 50 Volt Pulses on the + 28 Volt Line. Set
up as shown in Figure 2. Set + 28 volts	 r
line to + 28 V f 10 mv. ( Note that BTE
does not drive instrument J2^ Apply a 22
volt (50 volts total above ground) 10 t 1
millisecond pulse at a 10 ', 1 Hz rate.
Monitor the 22 volt pr er egulator output
test points at " + 22V " and " + 28R It with
a scope. The variation of + 22 volt
	
•	 preregulator output shall be less than
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1 K t Syr
1/4 W	 10 rmsec pulse
10 Ha rate
(0 to + 10 volts)
5800








(+ 28V)	 -(I^ 2 Bv+sa Ico^.f
fox
(+ 28R)	 9 A
Te 8 7E
figure 2
50 Volt Pulse On + 28 Volt Lime
A
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1(*) 3. 6. Z. 3
3.6.2.4
"r	 F&M 249 R b8-164
Input Noise c , n + 28 Volt Line. Set up as
shown in Figure 3, Monitor + 22 volts with
the monitor unit DVM and scope. Monitor
also they "+ 20V (P)" v1th scope use "CKT GR"
for ground. Apply a 450 millivolt peak to peak
sine wave signal in series with the + 28 volt
line as shown in Figure 3. Vary frequency
from 10 Hz to 50 Hz. The +22 volts shall
have less than 50 milli volts peak to peak
induced noise present and the "+20 VP" test
point shall have less than 5 millivolts peak to
peak of induced noise. Record actual -values
of induced noise on Table 3.
Initial Conditions. Set the following initial










'	 Bit Rate	 64 KC
Impu l se Command	 Selector	 WF Mode
Index Pulse	 Selector	 55.5
Am ,litude
	 6. OV * 1. OV*
Instrument PowerOn /Off
Voltage	 + 28.0 * 0.5V
Current Limit	 150 MA
00 1 	 Sync Amplitude	 6 * 1 V*
' Sync Frequency	 2461 t 23 Hz
m ng Signal	 Amplitud e . 868	 + 7f
PPS
13.9 PPS	 +7t1V*
=	 222 PPS	 +7*IV*
Monitor these voltages at the test points located directly
below their respective controls.
3.6.2.s	 Input power Set Up as shown in Figure 4.	 R 1
1 *0.1  Cl , 2 watts.	 RI shall be premeasured
on a resistance bridge to a precision of
t 0. 1 fo.	 Measure the voltage across R 1 with
the external DVM 180 seconds after -power is
•	 turned on.	 Calculate input current (I), and tn-
put power ( P).	 Record and make -calculation I
as shown in Table 4.
t
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•	 R1 = 5. ltl, 1/4 watt or larger, t 50/6
Cl = 10µf, 35 volts
The remainder of setup is as shown in Figure 1
Z.11  pins not shown are jumpered straight through.
Figure 3
Noise On + 28 Volt Line
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P&26251 R 0 68-1b4
R1 = IA, I watt or larger
:Cl : 100f, acv .
All pins not shown are 3umpered straight through.
The remainder of setup is as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 4
Ripple Induced on + 28 Volt Line and Input Power Measurement
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(*)	 3.6.2. 6	 Transient Turn-On Current. Set up as
shown in Figure 5. Adjust scope so that
when pushing the "single sweep" button,
the output at "A gate" will energize the
latching relay. Measure and record
the voltage across R1 ( and calculate I)
for the time values listed in Table 5.
Photograph turn-on transient and attach
to Table 6.
3.6. 2. 7	 Converter Frequency - Free Run. Set up as
shown in Figure 1. Connect frequency
counter (resolution at least 0. 1 Hz) to
"CONV" and "CONV RT" on monitor unit.
Set sync control to Off on simulator unit.
Measure and record in Table 6 the free run
frequency.
► I
Converter Frequency - Synchronized to
Spacecraft. Set up as in 3. 6. 2. 6. Set sync
control on simulator unit to amplitude and
frequency values (use scope and counter)
listed in Table 6. Also determine the minimum
sync amplitude required to sync to 2461 Hz.
Noise Fed Back to Spacecraft on Sync Linea.
Set up as shown in Figure 6. Measure voltage
across Pins 3 and 5 with scope from 1 Hz W
10 MHz. This voltage shall be less than 10
millivolts p-p. Measure for instrument free
run condition. Record results in Table 7.
Noise Fed Back to Spacecraft on +28 Volt Line.
Set up as shown in Figure 6, except measure
the differential A. C. voltage between pins 1 8c 2
of breakout box. This voltage shall be less
than 20 millivolts p-p. Measure for instru-
ment free run and for synced conditions.
Record results in Table 7.
3.6.2.8
(*) 3.6.2.9
(*) 3. 6.2. 10
(*) 3.6.2. 11	 Power Supply Output Voltages. Set up as
shown in Figure 1. Sync instrument to
2461 * 25 Hz. Unless otherwise noted all of the
following tests in this specification are to be
made with the instrument synced. Measure
and record the DC output voltages with the
monitor unit DVM as indicated in Table 8.
Set DVM select to VOLT TP and use Voltage
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All pins not shown are ,jumpered straight through.
The remainder of test setup is as ohown in Figure 1.
t
Figure 5
Transient Current at Turn On
M s; A R S N A 
L.L.	
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Noise Fed Back Into Sync Lines
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Logic. Setup as shown in Figure 1 unless noted
otherwise.
	
3.6. 3.1 	 Preset Condition at Power Turn-On.
Prese t', the BTE controls to czndition
Outlined in paragraph 3.6.2.4. Turn
l,nstrument power off momentarily. then
tt,.rn on. Monitor and record conditions as
noted in Table 9.
	
3.6.3.2	 IFC Logic. Measure and record data in
Table 10. The IFC is now Off.
Set the Impulse Command to IFC press.
the Initiate uutton once. The IFC is now
On. the ,IFC status light shall indicate On.
The IFC shall turn itself Off in 128 to 144
seconds after being turned on. Record on
time. Watch may be used to measure time.
The IFC shall tuna Off even though it is
in the middle of its On operation when the
Initiate button is pressed. Verify and record.
Measure and record the On and Off levels
with external DVM between test point: "IFC S"
and "CKT GR". Turn IFC On and monitor
with scope the IFC signal at test point "IFC".
use "X PA R" for scope ground. The waveform
shall be shown in Figure 7. Attach strip
chart recording of IFC to data package.
	
3.6.3.3	 Instrument Power Logic. Measure and record
instrument power status with DVM between
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Output Waveform Voltages, millivolts.
signal
amplitude A B C D E=DC component F= off DC level
Low 1.48
"
0.42 L. 67 0.1 0.1 + 0. 2l
_,.^_.__ nominal_ _ .
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	3.6.3.4	 Spectrum Gain and Mode Logic. Measure and
record in Table 12, the spectrum gain and mode
status output with external DVM between test
points "SP GIVI S" and "CKT GR".
Verify that the status indicator lights "SPEC COMM"
and "SPEC GAIN" matc.i the required status.
In commutate the spectrum gain shall continuously
alternate between high and low, thus: high, low,
high, low, etc. Each gain etate is maintained for
8 seconds. Measure and record this period with
the scope to within t 0. 5 seconds,.
To change the mode condition set the Impulse Command
to "WF MODE". Each time the Initiate button is pushed
the mode shall change in the following sequences:
commutate, noncommutate, commutate, noncommutate,
etc. Verify the above sequence.
Return to the noncommutate mode. Tochange the gain
condition, set Cite Impulse Command to "SPEC GAIN".
Each time the Initiate button is pushed the gain shall
change in the following sequence: high, low, high,
low, etc. Vet'ify this by pressing the button 5 or 6 times.
Verify that the spectrum gain always returns to the
quiescent gain state (high or low) that it was in just
prior to going into commutate. Check this for a
quiescent high, then for a quiescent low gain state.
	
3 9 6. 3. 5
	
Waveform Gain and Mode Logic. Measure and record
in Table 13. , the waveform gain and mode status outputs
with external DVM between tests points "WF GM S" and
"CKT GR".
Verify that the Status Indicator lights "WF MODE" and
"WF GAIN" match the required status.
•	 To change the mode condition, set the Impulse Command
;i to WF MODE. Each time the Initiate button is pushed
. the mode shall change in the following sequence: singles
single, dual, dual, sint;ie, single, dual, dual, etc.
Verify ' the above sequence.
Each waveform gain change command will change, in
• the single mode condition, the gain thus: high, low,
high, low, etc.
Set the mode to single. Set Impulse Command to WF
'	 GAIN push the Initiate button 5 or 6 times to verify
the above.
In the dual mode state, the , gain command is inhibited,
and gain is forced into the high gain state. Go to
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Spoctrum Commutator Logic. Press index pulse push
button repeatedly until the "10Hz" status indicator
light turns on. Each successive push shall advance
the commutator status thus: 10, 22, 47, 100, 216,
550 0 1 0 000, 10, 22 0 etc.
Measure and record in Table 14 the spectrum commutator
status output with an external DVM between test points
"SP CH S" and "CKT GR
Replace external DVM with a scope. Set the index
Pulse Select first to 6. 9, then to 13.9, and then to
55. S. Each waveform shall be a seven-level repeating




Inhibit Index Pulse. Set Index Pul^ Selector to 6.9
and amplitude to 5V p-p. On the Monitor Unit connect
a jumper between test points "IIP" and "CKT OR". This
•	 shall stop the stepping of the commutator status lights.
Verify the operation of the Inhibit Index Pulse function
by removing and replacing the jumper a number of times.
External Index Pulse. Inhibit regular Index Pulse by
placing a jumper between "IIP" and "CKT GR". Inject
an External Index Pulse test signal into "EIP" and "CKT
GR" on the Monitor Unit. View the spectrum commute for
Statue output with a scope ("SP CH C" and "CKT GR" ).
Set the pulse repetition frequency of the injected
external index pulse first to 6. 9, then to 13. 9, and then
to 55.5 PPS. In each case the status output waveform
shall be a seven - level repeating staircase.
Verify the above.
3.6:3.7	 Waveform. Bandwidth Lo gic. Measure and record in
1,1
1.
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3 t, 6,'3. 8	 Threshold Levels - Spacecraft Logic Input Signals.
_ Measure and record in Table 16 the threshold lev :,ls
for each of the following spacecraft signals. Measure
the signal amplitude with scope or DVM using the
test point directly under the control on the simulator
unit (Use simulator BTE Power GND).
The threshold levels for the Index Pulse can be found
by noting the condition of the spectrum channel status
indicator lights. When they start "stepping" and when
they stop "stepping".
The threshold levels for the Timing Signals can be
found by noting the condition of the IFC output signal
measured at the "IFC" test point. Watch for a "drop-
out" of the appropriate fourier component in the test
signal as the threshold level for the given timing signal
is reached.
The threshold level of the Telemetry Signals can be
t'ound by noting the condition of the Bandwidth Status
signal measured at test point "WF BW S".
For the Switch Signal, set other controls as follows:
Bit Rate: 16K
Mode Signal: V3
W. F. Mode: Dual
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Vary the amplitude of the Switch Signal until the
waveform bandwidth indicator light changes from
4 to 8 and from 8 to 4. . Record threshold values
on Table 16.
For the Mode Signal, set other controls as follows:
Switch Signal: V 1
Hitpak1:	 64 C
Vary tbo amplitude of tl.e Mode Siignal until the
waveform bandwidth indicator light changes from
6 to 64 and from 64 to 8.. Record threshold
values on Table 6.
i-
^	 /1
•	 For the Bit Rate Signal, set other controls as follows:
Switch Signal:	 V I
Mode St na 1:	 V3
Vary the amplitude of. tKe	 late i iknal until the
waveform bandwidth indicator light changes from
8 to 16 and from 16 to 8.	 Record values on Table 16.
3.6.4 Waveform Channel.	 Set up as shown in Figure 1.
Set SCO to Off.	 Inject all analog input signals
' simultaneously into the monitor unit test points
"X PA", "Y PA", and "Z PA".
' Measure and record the waveform channel gain,
bandwidth, DC resting level, etc. , with input signal
level, frequency, waveform gain, and waveform mode
as listed in Table 17.
3. 6.s Spectrum Channel. 	 Set up as shown in Figure 1.
Set SCO to Off.	 Inject input signals into monitor
unit test points "X PA", "Y PA", or " Z PA,".	 Set
Index Pulse to 55.5 pps.
. Measure and record the spectrum channel grains,
center frequencies, output noise, and wideband
subchannel gain as listed in Table 18.
*When measuring the wideband subchannel use as
output test points, "X W B", "Y W B", and "Z W B".
3.6.6 SCO.	 Set up as shown in Figure 1. 	 Measure and
record as indicated in Table 19A, the SCO output
amplitude, and center frequency.
Measure output amplitude with a scope at test points
"SCO" and "CKT GR".
Check center frequency of each SCO channel by measuring
• the output of each discriminator.
Measure and record modulation as indicated in Table
19B.	 Inject input signal at "X PA", "Y PA", or "Z PA"
as required.	 Use "X PA R".
	
"Y PA R", and "Z PA R"
as grounds.	 Measure p-p outputs at rear of monitor
unit on 34, J5 and J6 to a precision of 176.
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	3.6.7	 External IFC Input. Inject into test points
"IFC IN" and "CKT GR 11 a 1 volt p-p
100 t 10 Hz signal. Measure the output
at test points "IFC 11 and "CKT GR". Record
measured output in Table 20.
	
3.6.8	 Sensor and Mainbody Tested as a System
(Optional)
If a Sensor Prearnplifier Assemblies are
available, and tirne permitting, connect
to mainbody assembly via BTE cables. Take
test data as indicated in:
Table 5 (at -15 oC Power shall be less than
4 watts);-Tables 18D, LSE, and 18F
(Required output noise at 4 fiz shall be
less than 160 m y p-p in high gain- and less than
20 my p-p in low gain); Table 19C (noise
output shall be less than 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, J50, and 400 m y for levels corresponding
to frequencies between 10 to 1000 Hz.
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
The Requirements section of this specification shall form the Quality
Assurance Provisions.
5.0 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
This section not applicable to this specification.
6.o	 NOTES
6. 1	 If the unit under test, does not paas any of the above test
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This procedure defines the vibration tests to be performed on
the OGO-F Search Coil Magnetometer, ML337-1 (708100).
1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this test is to verify the instrument design
and to quality proof the fabrication prior to delivery and
subsequently insuring acceptance t-sting at the Goddard
Space Flight Center
1.3 Test Requirements
The test procedures contained herein are in accordance with
OGO Experiment Specification 5-4-101 and JPL Specification
000- 50562- DSN-A.
1.4 Applicable Documents
Mechanical Interface Drawing 	 708002
	2.0	 WEIGHT
The weight of the instrument shall be determined to an accuracy




3.1 Sinusoidal Swept Frequency
The applied frequency shall be swept from the lowest to the
higest frequency once fcr each range. Time rake of change
of frequency shall be proportional to frequency at the rate
of 2 octaves/minute. (Total test time each axis: 3. 8 minutes)
Frequency Range	 Input Control
Axis	 (cps)	 (Stated)r
Y-Y 1 X- X 	 10-16 . 5	 0.5 in. constant
and Z- Z	 disp. (D. A. )
16.5-50	 7 g (0 to peak)
50-400	 10 g (0 to peak)
400-2000	 12 g (0 to peak)
3.2 Allowable Tolerances
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Tester shall provide hold down attachments for instrument.
See Figure I and Drawing 70i3OOt.
3.3.2 Mount test instrur eitt to fixture using supplied Hexi9on
titanium bult, Mo. I0-32 x 4 • 016, 4 places. Torque
to 22 inch pounds.
3.4 Randon ► Motion Vibration
Gaussian random vibration shall be applied with the " g- peaks"
clipped at three times the root - mean- squa re accaleration
specified 'n the schedule. With the experiment installed, the
control accelerometer response shall be equalized such that
the specified power spectral density (NSD) values are within
t 3 db throughtout the frequency band. The filter roll-off
characteristic abbove 2000 cr s shall be at a rate of 40 db/ octave
or grr-ater.
Frequency Range




D Le ve 1
/c,ps)
Oil








Total test time each axis: 4 minutes.
4.0	 Marshall Laborator ies will perform electrical tests per 546765
before and after vibration tests at Marshall Laboratories facilities.
rI	 5.0	 Test Facility Responsibility and Requirements
The test facility shall provide the necessa ,	 ►ersonnel, test and
handling equ i pment to complete testing as o .lined in this procedure.
In addition, a final vibration test report is required which shall
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This specification covers the electrical checkout of of the OGO "F"
Search Coil Preamp & Sensor ,%ssembly No. 708300.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The following documents, of the issue and revision in effect on
the date of invitation for bids, foi ► n a part of this specification
to the extent specified herein:
DRAWINGS
Marshall Laboratories
708300	 Moduli: Assembly Drawing
708300	 Module Parts List
All drawings specifiing the electrical
checkout of the titled module shall form
a part of this specification.
	
2.2
	 Prece dence of Govern ingDoc_uments.	 Unless otherwise specified,
Win a requirement o ani applicable specification is in conflict
with a requirement specified herein, the requirement specified
herein shall apply. When a requirement of an applicable drawing
is in conflict with a requirement specified herein, the requirement




	 Acceptable results are contingent upon the use of the equipment
and test procedures as specified herein. The test shall be performed
In the exact order specified herein.
	
3.2	 Standard Test Equipment.	 The following standard test equipment,
OR MUM L.EN'r, s all be used to check out the module:
A. Oscilloscope, Tektronix, Model 535A.
B. Plug-In Unit, Tektronix, Type CA.
C. Universal Counter, Computer Measurements, Model 719C.
D. Audio Oscillator, F cwlett-Packard, Model HP200CD.
E. Digital Voltmeter, Cubic, Model V-71.










Power Supply, Power Designs, Model 50058.
Oscillo-Riter, Texas Instruments.
Tempera ture Chanbe r, Te nny TMUF 100240.
TITLE	 ISPECIFICATION NO.
Performance Test Sensor Pre-
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3. 3	 Special Test F.qu^Rment. The following special test equipment, not
available commercial, shall be used to 4heck out the assembly.
A. Subaudio Noise Amplifier (W7268-1 circuit)
B. One Flz Filter (SK52318)
C. Triaxial Fluxtank System
D. Calibration Coil, ML^:99-1.
	
3.4	 Test Setup. As required in para. 3.6.
	




3.6. 1	 Amplifier Gain
Sensor coil input to Preamp Output. Remove shorting
jumper from J2-J3. Connect as shown in Figure 1.
Signal is injected directly across sensor coil, J2 signal,
J3 ground. The p-p voltage injected shall not exceed one
volt.
ASet signal frequency for 40 Hz adjust signal amplitude
for 10. Omv^ 0.10mv VRMS at the preamp input. The
value of the output signal shall be 1. 010 t 0.020 volts
RMS. Record output voltage & gain. After measurement
connect shorting jumper to J2.-J3.
3.6.2	 Heater
Measure current drain from the + 20 o VDC supply. The o
current shall be 2. 0 t 0. 5 ma at + a0 C, + 25 0C, and + 60 C.
The current shall be 11 f 1 ma at 0 C and -500C.
® 3. 6. 3	 Output DC Offset Voltage
Measure DC offset voltage at the preamp output with 1 FC
input grounded at -50 0 C,  0°C, +100C, +25 0 C  and +600C.
It shall be 0. 00 f L. 60 VDC.
3.6.4 Amplifier Gain Frequency Response
The IFC input is used for the signal input.	 Connect sensor
assembly as shown in Figure 1.	 Adjust oscillator amplitude
for constant 1. 000 f 0.005 VRMS at IFC input. 	 Measure
preamp output voltage for frequencies of 10, 	 100,	 700,
1K, 1.85K, 2K, 5K, IOK, and 20KHz at -50°C, +25°C, and
+ 60°C.	 At 100 Hz the value shall be 1. 00 t 0. 02 VRMS
at 1.85KHz the value shall be 0. 70 t 0. 10 VRMS.	 At 20KHz
the value shall be 0. 12 f 0. 03 VRMS.
3.6. 5 Output Signal Capability
Use the IFC input as in 3.6. 4 with a preamp output load
of 50K ohm in parallel with 0. 1 µf.	 Set frequency to 1 KHz,
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Measure the maximum undistorted output. This value
shall be greater than 6.0 V p.-p.
l	 3.6,.6	 Sensor - Preamp Sensitivity Measurement
Use the Cylindrical Calibration Field Coil ML299-1
as a gamma source and connect as shown in Figure 2.
Use a frequency of 100Hz. Measure Cylindrical Field
Coil current for a sensor - preamp output (e s& ) of
1.00 f 0 . 01 VRMS. Calculate Sensor Coii Sensitivity S.
The sensitivity shall be 10.0 t C. 3 microvolts per gamma
Hertz.
S = esa
A  (5. 693) i f
S is derived thus:
H = K i where K is the coil constant and i is the coil current
X = 5.698 blµ&
di. ^- dh -►.
e s= --	 d	 = Hf^where e s is the voltage at the output of thesearch coil„
e s = es a where e sa is the output voltage of the preamp and Ap
P	 is the gain of the preamp as measured in para. 3. 6. 1.
an
	 esa
thus S = r _ K i f A -
S 	 sa
I.
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3.6.7	 Sensor - Preamp Frequeticy Response
Connect sensor as shown in Figure 2, but use regular
excitation coils in tank instead of calibration coil. Record
required input amplitude for a preamp output of 1 VRMS
for frequencies from 10 Hz to SKHz. Plot the resultant
frequency response curve. The resonance frequency shall
be 1, 000 Hz t 1016.
3.6.8	 Sensor Coil D. C. Resistance
Remove Shorting jumper from J2 and J3. Connect as
shown in Figure 3.
Adjust R1, decade box, for a D. C. null (0. 0 f 15 millivolts)
at the scope. The value of R1 is equal to the value of the
search ,coil resistance. Reconnect jumper from J2 to' J3.
3.6.9	 Low Frequency Noise
Bandwidth of measurement is from D.C. to 1 Hz.
Connect as shown in Figure 4.
Balance chart recorder as shown in Figure 4. Calibrate
chart recorder in terms of preamp input noise. The full
scale chart reading should be approximately 5 microvolts
•	 peak to peak.
Record noise for at least 10 minutes. Tht noise shall be
less than 1.3 microvolts for frequency compone n ts down
to 0.01 Hz. Select a representative chart segment
(240 seconds) of this noise test for incorporation in this
sensor's data file.
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101	 MARSHALL LABORATORIES TEST SPECIFICATION 346815g
DATED AUGUST 1 9 1967, TITLEDI
§ENVIRONMENTAL TEST - OGO-F TRIAXIAL




MARSHALL LABORATORIES PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER 22344•
2.0.	 PROCEDURES kdQ RESULTS
2.1 WEIOHT TEsT
2.1.1 THE WEIGHT OF THE	 INSTRUMENT WAS MEASURED USING A
TRIPLE BEAM BALANCE UNIT WITH AN ACCURACY OF
tO.1	 GN WYLE	 IN STRUMENT N0. W-6530•




^.	 2.2.1 THE	 SPECIMEN WAS SUBJECTED TO SINUSOIDAL	 AND RANDOM
l + VIBRATION	 IN EACH Of	 THREE AXES	 A$ OUTLINED BELOW!
^. 1) $INUSOIdAL	 VIBRATION:
^ 1016.5 HZ	 AT	 0.5	 IN. DOUBLE	 AMPLITUDE
16.5 — 50 HZ AT	 7.0 G PEAK
50 - 400 HE	 AT	 10.0 G PEAK
` 400 - 2000 HZ AT	 12.0 G PEAK
j AMPLITUDE f3 DS
' FREQUENCY ±2%
ONE SWEEP WAS PERFORMED FROM 10 TO 2000 HZ AT
2.O OCT/MIN. IN EACH OF THE X, Y AND Z AXES•
2) RANDOM VIBRATION
20 - 500 NZ AT 0.1 G2/H Z
500	 2000 HZ AT -12 08/OCT. DECAY
8.09 GRAMS
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2.0	 PROCEDURES AND RESULTS (CONTINUED)
?. 0%	 VIORATION^ST (CONTINUED)
2.2.2	 THERC WAS NO EVIDENCE OF DAMAGE OR DETERIORATION
AS A RESULT OF THE ABOVE TEST.
THE X Y Z PLOT$ ARE INCLUDED HEREIN.
I,
	
RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER — R. J. FANTASKE
to
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No. of Specimens Roceived:__-_ Okle _- - - 	 _
Record identification information exactly as it appears on the tag or specimen:
Manufacturer !!WjWW4 _ L/o wS.
Part numbers	 o^09L
How does identification information appear: (name plate, fag, painted, imprinted, etc.)
Serial Numbers: •
Examination: Visual, for evidence of damage, poor workmanship, or other defects, and completeness of
Identification.
•
Inspection Results: There was no visible evidence of damage to the specimens unless noted below.
• If additional space is required for serial numbers, use an additional page, or reference first functional test
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1. USE	 3. CANNOT BE REWORKED
1. REWORK
	 4. RECORD
	 S. .......	 Fo: m ML 4-21  (9-67)
REVISIONS	 KU b U-
DISP EFF
	 REV	 DESCRIPTION	 P	 CK	 DATEAPMAL
4 SIN 2	 A	 Revised Tables 2, 8, 17G, 17H, 171, 18H, 181,
	 RJN c7`
 19 Au
up	 18J, and 19A.
	 67
	
4 SIN 2f B	 Revised tables 18A, 18B, 18C






q Pre Fo3tn	 SIN
q Post Foam (Spot check only)	 Weight 196 7	 grams
q Post Vibration	 Date & Time Started " :?c-) ST?t 4• ? /y3c^
Witness dl,t4 	 Date be Time Finished,Z
 SILET 1I'2. 1U2ILN
Tester	 _	 Responsible Engineer
Pee
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Main Body Electronics. ML 337-1
'	 OGO - F Triaxial S.C. Magnetometer
F' MAR•:AC-,A. LL	 Part No. 708100 Teat ProcedureI O I /^wi•^^^0 y ^
	
Serial Nucinber
Date *)C, _ <<,4	 4,;
;a	 A SUBSIDIAIZZY Of MARSHALL INDUSTRIES 	 R O	 6 8- 16 4
Data Sheets
x.'s'► saC .•s=st^ ^^.:seer.:^..:s:.sss.:rw^rr-.-^.*ver^a:rr.^r:	 -r. ^rs.Yr^.^^,:r^--:+:rs:rr.•ccr.•^^ rw:rrvr:s^•^-;s^+stierays^2srn:•
•	 Table 1
(3..6..1, Interface Impedance)
-Use Triplet 630 VOM.	 Use X100 SCALE ONLY:
*1easure between	 Required	 Measured Re3is•3r►ce
Resistance	 +25oC	 Remarks
JZ-3	 J2=5	 4..8K C1 -* 10%	 Sync signal input
J2-3	 J2-9	 lOMO	 Cl')	 Sync signal to ckt gnd
J2-1	 J1-24	 1OMQ	 ap	 Power input to cktgnd _
J2-2	 J1-24	 >1OM0	 -	 clrl>	 Power return to ckt Snd
J1-24
	
32-9 	 00	 Ckt grd to chassis gnd
to gnd
J2-9	 Jet-17	 On-	 Chassis gnd J2 to chassis gnd
J1-4^	 ,T1-24	 >10KO	 DSO ^^	 Waveform gain crrnmand
J1-46	 J1-24	 >IOKQ	 IgOAL	 Spectrum gain commandto gnd
J 1-47 '	 J 1-24	 > l OKC7	 Mode command to ind
31 -48	 J1-24	 >10Kn	 _	 /^`U^^	 SCO command t-> n.^_____
J1-49
	
J1-24^IOK.0 /' llo 	IFC command ;u gnd
J1-12	 J 1-24	 >50KC1	 Bit Rate Signal to Snd
J1 - 13	 31 - 24	 *>50Kf1	 Mode Signal tognd _
J 1 - 14	 J1 -24	 > 50KO	 6witch Signal to gnd
J1-16	 J1-24	 I>22Kf1	 Index Pulse to Snd
J1-28	 J1-24	 20 t 4Kft	 /9k	 222 PPS to gnd




13.88 PPS to gnd
J i -30	 J1-24	 20 t 4Kf1l	 /	 0.868 PPS to gnd
.ari"i^	 :: ti..1'::': ►WT	 =:iri^l:T.'A^^^»ILS. .a:JaSier.^^+^•i W._-_r.i!-1►^•_..•x•rr.^.._w..+.w.^.... ..^._...^+.-. 	 `•^.^.^
i
::Rod
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	^".:'f.Pd ^^	 w^..a	 n^ 	 —_	 21 ":^II1tTT T Tt"J. •1^t^	 f`^Y!'l'? 1.
Table 2
(3.6.2.1 and 3. 6 . 2.2 +28 Volt Power Input)
Set + 28 Volts to	 Measured value of + 22 Required
	 Remarks
v lts ( t 10 mv)
	 value of
+256C + 55	 + 22 volts
+ 28V t 10 my /, el,I 1? 4 I`& N
22. 00V
. 1 O V
+ 22. 5Vf 10 my "icj 9&
,.+ 33. 5V t 10 my ,21.`!`' ^•`^ 1, `)7
+42V  f 10 my 21. 9111 V, 9 9 J /• ! Set for 10* 1 minutes only
+ 50 volt pulse











+ 22 volts - (t, %) lv 1
I
tltfM^ R►.f/ i! •• 11: tit S!^• • .iL' +.•r 7t'  MWEnrY / 1	 iT.99RZ	 1^
Main Body Electronics. ML 337-1
MARL Sob 9-1A L L 030-F Triaxial S.C. MagnetometerPart No. 708100 Test Procedure
L AG06,21V/ QE "%'l r1o' S. • Serial Number
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^^rzz:s.	 ..	 .-^aa:azasraaeorst+:Kt^sra^:.c:.^s ;.as •^i^+rsn•e ^.r.-r..a .^ ^w ^var-:+us^rsstast.a.^r'
' Table
	 4
(3.6.2. S Input Power) •-
Measured ohmic value of R1 (to f0. 1 16). R1 = .0'w
Measured value Calculate Required Calculate Required




VI = R Less than P = (V) (I) (less than)
.-15°C 77.0 72 ma 2 watts
+ 25°C y 0 7 ? 4 T7.6 n10L 72 rna 1 7 2 watts
+ 550C , 0800 80.0 72 ma 2 watt s
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•	 Main Body F.le
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::w:^...rc^:zG^^sa:Tl.'r.=^'aJ:as4t':^ ^^ti^^wz_:1.fsisrrt^:'	 ?.lCP•^:!*'7^"!l!T.tJF 1':^-:rcrr.^•rrt-mac«-rn-Y:^r. w, •^s: ^^rr
.	 Table 5
(3.6. 2.6 . Transient Turn-On Current)
Time After Relay Measure2 voltage across RI Calculated equiFe
Closes in Millisecond current (V) Current
+25°Cf 576 R)	 t 576) (less than)
0. 5 14 0 ►tit a- 15 amps







200 m J 6 amps
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(3.6.2. 7 0 3.6.2. 8 Converter Frequency)
Set Simulator Measured Frequency at
'Controls to: Converter Test Points
f 0. 1 Hz Remarks
Sync Amplitude Sync Frequency
°C °C 0CIt 0.1 volts) (t 0. 1 Hz) - 15 +25 +55
Off "00v: 2 Y) Z. 4 509 25-30 r	 runiret^ 0 c
4.5 2461 21Yce 09 Y to l 1 C16.
Shall be in sync6.0 2461 z q&1 ,2461 zy^•i
8.0 2461 ,^ ^^ (o c^ y ^O 2 Y6
Threshold	 2461	 ,^, (a	 rj V	 ,?. ^/	 Record Threshold .	 .
}
s^z•^ v.^e ^ti•rya.^vaca+rs:na^s ►.^.:.c-^^.^s•:•^.
Form ML 4-2I (8-67)
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(3.6.2. 9s 3.6.2.10, Noise Fed Back Into Spacecraft sync line)
.	 1
. Wasured Noise equ re . Noise
-^_ less than
+ 250C (P- P)
Sync Line •10 my Free-Run
Powe r Line ^^ 20 my
Free-Run
Power Line joC^ 20 mySynced
Table 8
(3.6.2.11 s Power Supply Output Voltages)
Voltage Measurd Value Required Value0
-15 C +25 C +55 C
-20 — ZO.OZ- — 2,C).02- —240-0 1 -20V	 0.02V
-6 	 • —s'.989
 — 5.9 q 3 - T. 99 .!!;" -6V t . O1 V
+2.5 + 2.Y9 / +Q-4q? t2.(./99 +2. 5V t 0.01V
+2.6 4 Z. to -f ol- V7 0 42.(oy3 +2. 6V t 0.15V
+ 4 +3 -V& Z +?,(a2 ,3 -+	 yq +3.SV t0.3V
+5 Of. 53 0 + 4•9 LI 8 y• 561 10f, +5V t 0.3V
+6 4-S•.596 4 (x.00 1 6,000 +6V t 0.01V_
+20(P) *ZG-00 +Ztr,100 +Z010I +20V t 0.02V
+20(M) *15-11 4 19,019 +1°). `1 1 +20V t 0.02V
+22 s 21. ^^ -^a 1 . 9 9 4.21,9S +22V t 0.1V
^.ra--vs:^:^r•^ -^c.^s^a+.s-._uc^-s:^r..-.ss:.:.ra.::sa^:...•..^ s ^^.:.rsr^^:.^.:.ra. ^aau^•stt..=::•^t.:.:^ ^_:.t^:^s.:..
Form ML 4-21 (8-67)	 Sheet 7 of 37	 !^)3
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Table 9
(3.6.3. 1 Pre;of Conditions at Power Turn-On)
tatue Indicator Measured at Required at
Lights Turn-On
-15 C ♦ 25"C 4 557C
MFC o f OAF c {{ Off
• SCO 0 61 o:, On
pectrum
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J
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Serial Number 2
Date	 sr-ft lit,
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Table 10
X.6.3.2a IFC Logic)
Measured IFC Turn-Off Time Required Time
-150C + z5oc aC_+55
32. j 3S 128 to	 144
seconds



















-	 Mme•	 ; '-
. . .._._ Mf4p t `_ I .\lk 	 ^,0
o- Mir:- ^__ .:
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060-,F Triaxial S.C. Magnetometer
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^.	 ''^	 'A 3Fu" ; Y^'C.^ 1 1171- S	 Serial Number 2
BA ato fir• ^ SUBSIDIARY Of MARSHALL INDUSTRIES ata r, Z-Pf
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Table 11
(3.6.3.1. Instrument Power Status)
Instrument Status =red Required
- 15 °C +25 0C +550C
Off 0.00 67.00 0-00 + 0. 1 t0. 3VDC
Oil 5`iS ^^• "^ .^. I ^r (p + 2. OtO. ?IVDC
t : ti::i1'^:t=y t L ^.af Jrc•^ t=^SJS.^:C'is2 ^asay Y+C:L ^li^.t+^.:^'7L'L'•C^ s ^7r....t.sb-^ sts:3 . _ ^^ eJ: Z^cr^r: tits: J: ^^ ::^:,r. :-..:: i. ^ s. • ^::.:1: ^.',. • _.
Forni ML 4 - 21 (8-67)	 Sheet l0of 37
1
Table 1 Z
(3.6.3.4. Spectrum Gain & Mode Logic)
on ton	 Measured Output
• 1 SoC	 + 25°C	 + 550C
equ^re^d-"'—
Output (t0.2 V
W Gain /noncommutate 1. / 775 . l y/O Z , / yF +0.1 
W Gain/commutate . 92V . M21 /.0/9 +1.0
i h/Gain /noncommutat /.Fgy l• 9Y9 A2.G'OI +2.0
i`h/Gain commutate A a8 3•0-W +3.0
t
- 15°C +25 C +55 C
High // 3' 3'
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OGO-F Triaxial S.C. Magnetometer
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Serial Number 4
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PS! Sheets
Status lights "SPEC COMM" and "SPE(; GAIN"
match the above table. Check if yes.





 Period-150C +25 C +-550C
High fre (? 8. 2 i 8f0 .5 second s
Low G) ^^..^ 8t0. 5 seconds
Mode changes, when commanded to do so, in the following sequence:
commutate, non-commutate, commutate, non-commutate, etc.
Check if yes
°C +250C 1+550C-15V 3 v
Spec. Gain changes, when commanded to do so, in the following sequence:
High, low, high. low, etc. Check if yes.
-150C + 25"C + 55oC
1/ t/ L/
The gain returns to its quiescent state after commutate.
Check if yes.
r s.46=,, C , r. s"=%=
+Z5 +
- + +5
+ 25 0L 1+550
i
0
• Pag• 302 40 C' 8-
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Main Body Electronics, NIL 337-1
A~^E.^^^+1^ ►
" S	 AGO-F--Triaxial S.C. Magnetometer
 Part No. 708100 Test Procedure
!",^'^^^'``^^^^^^^^^ f^^ ► 	 Serial Ntamber Z
A SUBSIDIARY
 OF MARSfIAII INDUSTRIES
	
mate O IT
Data Sheetso:•^Y.:::!^'ra; -:•+iset:-s^•r.^ssr^rr-,rarr • ^rosr^Et^aa^sr►s^r^or•s, .•r_-•^o.rsr.:T7..T7^7Y1^71IL'11^Y•'Yl."^-^iK'.11f!'i^J.-. ' T.:.r^srx.^r-qtr.
Table 13
(3.6. 3.5,' Waveform Gain is Mode Logic)
Condition
Measured ut ut Required Output
0.2V)-	 o + + 550C
Low Gain /Single
Mode , / 2VI a/3// +0.1
High Gain /Single






Status lights "WF MODE" and "WF GAIN" match
the above table. Check if yes
Mode changes when commanded to do so in the
following sequence:
Single, single, dual, dual, single, single,
dual, dual, etc. Check if yes
Gain changes (when in single mode) when
commanded to do so in the following
sequence:
High, low, high, low, etc. Check if yes
Gain is forced into high when in dual mode and
gain change command is inhibited.
Check if yes
L•S':tr:1^•T:-O^A.iti  .•r^.'^T.''•.Lti.:D1Zi:.1LT^ ^:c.Y1L/CtSt'S2S :J1'::„^'-...i ' .:7.T.t'.5.. :T3 ^':K.^,:'^ ^3t►:iLJt't'^rY.i.i^.::^ :Y '^ l'S':'7ZtR!..'T'^ iVS^




Measured Period sec Required
Period
seconds
-I 50C + z5 oc t 550C
6.9 40 /. O y /,0`01, 1.01 f 101.
X 13.9
.
 go Y ^ 5 oe Soy 0, 504 f 10%
55.5
 ^/J^• c--
, l 3 0. 126	 10%
r'
. n
LAM0r2,1Y1 G Z, s
A SUBSIDIARY OF MARSHALL INDUSTRIES
>aoaiser--: •^^^a^r^ss ^►•sr.^•ss-t+*o^:•-rasar^o.^^r. -:m•..
•0age 303? 0 68-16.4
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OG ,O- .F Triaxial S.C. Magnetometer
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Serial Number 2
Late s70 S'e f
Data Sheets
r. r^!^s •ors►
 rs+z • u.a••^:^r^••+•r.s:_•^•^Rsr.^r::rr. r .^s •:.►ar: at rart
Table 14
•	 (3.6.3.6 Spectrum Commutator Logic)
Spectrum Channel
Status ( Hz)
Measured Output Required Output
W. 15V- 5 0 + 550i
10
/, o z 5/
+0.5V
22 .9^d^^ 9 2 l^' +1.0
100 y +2. 0 
216 .?,.332 17 +2.5
550 2 .,r `/,^ 2.977 3-CY0 +3.0
1000	 1j, 4 7 3- G Y-3 03.& .5" /` +3.5
Statue indicator lights match the above table.
Check if yes
Does the staircase waveform have seven equal
(t516)
 
steps for sacs of the three above index
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ea sure	 o t::;	 - Required (volts p-p
I 510C + 25 ,11 C + 55
6.9 PPS ,?• c} 2. between + 1. 3 and + 5.0
13.9 PPS , c1 between + 1.3 and + 5.0





Measured (volts - T— equ1rred vo is p-p
-	 C +25,JC +.55-C
222 PPS 3.1 !T 2. g a. between + 1. 5 and + 4
between + 1. 5 and + 413.9 PPS 3. 1 2.8^ 2,




Measure- DC)	 -	 - Requ re
- + +





between + 0. 5 and + 6. 75
Bit Rate




 'to 64E^) 5•, ^^ s • 23o S;OS"b between + 4.4 and + 6. 75
iOr+sstostrs^v^^rsasx=asar^^:.r.•:r.:::^'-ads»tLOr.ss:::s:+ t^.ts•r:. aa:'::Z«:rs:^:7^'^: ^::.:^ ^:s"tCr.3Cr:^,:-.
21 (8-67)	 Sheet 15 of 37
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•	 Mode = Single
Gain = High	 .
Frequency = 400 t 0. 1 Hz
Input = 5.0 t 0. 1 MV p-p
Hz Attenuato r
Measured outputRequi redOutput
-15^G + Z5°G + 55'G
Waveformn A 20 ►r IJ 30,.1 3 Z t ^^	 lose than 50	 MV
Waveform B ZC'Mv 30M 3 ; trm v	 leas than 50	 MV	 -
.	
'f la0 N '^ (00 .x. ^,D•v !^
• Bandwidth = 64
Mode = Single
Gain = High
Frequency = 1. 0 t 0. 1 Hz
Input = 50	 t 5	 MV p-p
i (measure with scope)
^rlCLA 111U911 VIAL	 116
Measured Output




 70 '&•Y r'	
-0. 6 * 0.2 to + 6. 6 t 0. 3
^'s^6 y,f-Waveform Ii .73s -'^ `,s
I.i:: ^z.'s:r.T.'tts:si.'+.'^o.rSSi:'!•aJSe^Ttai••.^n:is}rvls^sr.,.^.5'.ra'G.. r'S•^+sssst.^..^ ..^L:vG`,:d!`.:ZOSSes^*•=-••'tiL::^^u.la^e^lrs7l::'1'-:^^ "l,^s^ 	1
Form ML 4-21 (8 - 67)	 Sheet 16 of 3 7	 ^
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Frequency = 400 a 0.1 1.2
Input = S. 0 t 0.1 MV p- p
(measure with scope)
Hz Attenuator
Maass red Out utRequired Output
+	 +
Waveform A	 ?,C)O%v 3C,K0,
 
300.,,. 1 less than .►"'O MV-
Waveform, 8	 ZOrnv 30,..•	 30 .N 3 	 less than ^T^ ITV -
	 1
^' VON '►
 (o4.V	 f (o0•v
.	 Bandwidth = 64
,•	 Mode = Single
Gain = High
Frequency = 1.0 t 0. 1 Hr










- + +550C RequiredOu tput
Y Waveform A, -''^^^- '^'+ -' 
V,
*' `' ^' -0. 6 t 0.2 to + 6.6 1 0. 3




.!^►SS"..='tasfr7Rr ]rdPSI^A'{i^."*^^'tCrt.:%isSrstr. 7.'IR1r.^::7C^ ^Z^?^ft::^.^'^ 1C'^s+-^+^.tr.:rl.:av^1.:JS::^ '•r^ili:
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Table 19B








100 ± I Hz
250 my p-p f 110
Low







(peak to peak)+25 C + 550C
J4 "12 .5c) isce, q9 0 2.50 *50rnv
Y J5 I'L-w-
Q- 50
US L) 7.5 1. 65 f 35 my
1 7Z J6 ^', 52C: 1 -5 ?- U 2. 50 t5 Q my
1
Table 20
(3. 6. 7 External IFC)
External Input Amplitude = 1. 00 ± 0. bl volts p-p
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Search Coil Sensor Assembly
A SUBSIDIARY OF riaRS!1Atl
	 INDUSTRIES OGU-F-22
S / lv	 Date _G
Total Wt.
	
15^^3	 grar^is	 Tested By ^ n,^
Initial Tests (At room temperature)_
--
Preamplifier Gain (Ap) ^ OQ
+ 20 volt current drain ma
D.C. Offset voltage ,,,,,, L( Jt- my
IFC -Output to input ration @ 100 H Z I . L) O
Maximum Undistorted Output V P p
Sensor Assembly Sensitivity ^^' D -^ µv /Y Hz






D. C. Offset Voltage ^
+ 20 volt current
	 ^^
"^,?^ -^'Lq ^ --•^ ^"^^
^	 9 ^^ 0• ^ ^ • `^
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 -50 + 25 +60
10 (•DO 1. 66
/•off100 1 08 1` 40
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Sensor - Preamp Frequency Response
	 at +25 0C.	 E	 = 1.00V RMS
F • eq.	 Hz	 E	 volts rms	 Fr- ^q.	 Hz	 E,	 volts rms
'	 10 ,$ 500
20 fo=	 `^7 7 a^3
a5^
• 5^ y.
5o 3 • p D 1 .0 K
100 , r,.p 2. 0K
200 • ^^ D )	 5.0 K 3.55
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